1

Carved soapstone Narwhal, 12" from tip of
tusk to tip of tail, no signature seen

2

Multi sided hand carved soapstone entitled
"The Story of Sedna" 7 1/2" in height and
signed by artist V. Bird

3

Soviet leather military belt with brass USSR
buckle

4

Antique Victorian burled walnut davenport
desk with fitted upper two door galley, four
drawer in base, accessed from the side, lift
leather insert writing surface exposing
storage and two addition drawers, exterior
with decorative satin wood inlay and note
bird's eye maple secondary woods, 42" in
height

5

Vintage Neon Studebaker sign, working at
time of cataloguing, 35" in length and 29"
with stand. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

Complete Poems" published by McCelland
and Stewart, Toronto with original dust
jacket
12

Three first edition collectible Canadian art
books "A Painter's Country- the
autobiography of A.Y. Jackson" Published by
Clarke, Irwin & Co. Ltd 1958, complete 12 full
colour prints of paintings, and original dust
jacket, "Reflected Lights-History in words
and Pictures" by Frank Panabaker, Published
by Ryerson Press, Toronto 1957 with 24
coloured and black and white illustrations
and original dust jacket plus "Summer GaleA study of Arthur Lismer of the group of
seven" by John A.B. McLeish and published
J.M. Dent & Son, 1955 with colour
illustrations and black and white
photographs plus original dust jacket

13

Antique hardboard book "Marooned in the
Arctic- The diary of the Dominion Explorers'
Expedition to the Arctic; August to
December 1929" by Richard Pearce,
including multi black and white photographs
and hand written dedication by the author
dated 1931

6

1940's Studebaker Authorized Service two
sided metal sign, 42" in diameter. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

7

Antique wooden Pierce-Arrow retail sign 22"
in diameter

8

Three collectible Scottish Caithness Glass
paperweights including limited edition
"Flight" 454/750, "Snowdrops" 145/500 and
"Red Rose" 147/500

14

Inuit soapstone carved seal 13" in length

15

Inuit soapstone carving of a hunter with
spear in a kayak, 14 3/4"" in length, no artist
signature seen

9

Large glass paperweight 6" in diameter and
5" in height with artist initials J.V.

16

10

Six china cups and saucers including
Paragon, Foley, Queen Anne and Sutherland.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

10kt yellow gold ring set with oval peridot
like gemstone and diamond accents, size
7.25

17

14kt yellow gold and diamond ring set with
pear shaped center diamond and 24 accent
diamonds, size 6.75

18

10kt yellow gold and four stone emerald set
ring with diamond accents, size 6.25

19

14kt yellow gold and diamond solitaire ring
set with estimated .40ct brilliant white
diamond, size 9.25

20

Two tested 14kt yellow gold and gemstone
set stacking rings, sized 6.25

21

Tray lot of collectible jewellery including
Waltham 25 jewel Polemaster wrist watch,
not working at time of cataloguing, amber
bracelet, vintage brooches, necklaces etc.

11

Three W.H. Drummond hardcover poetry
books including first edition "Johnnie
Courteau- and other poems" hand signed on
front inside cover and under black and white
photograph of author and includes hand
written letter by Dr. Drummond to Dr.
MacDonald asking for his review dated 1901
Includes 15 black and white illustrations.
First edition "The Habitant- and other French
Canadian poems" published in G.P. Putman
1912 with numerous black and white
illustrations and "Dr. W.H. Drummond's

22

23

Three handmade and hand painted porcelain
and bead necklaces including Hawaiian
flower themed with matching earrings, snow
leopard with one earring, and a flower
necklace with wooden frog earrings
Three handmade and hand painted porcelain
and bead necklaces including Giraffes with
matching earrings, Zebras with one earring
and lion with one earring

24

Three handmade and hand painted porcelain
and beaded necklaces with matching
earrings including leopards, Zebras and a
leopard/zebra

25

Two handmade and hand painted porcelain
and beaded necklaces and matching earrings
including baby leopards and zebras

26

Tray lot of women’s wrist watches plus a
large jade pendant on a gold toned chain

27

Shelf lot of decor items including four hand
painted plates, Fitz & Floyd fruit motif
spooner, chicken motif cream and sugar, cat
motif tea pot, four candle shades, wooden
hand painted "chicken" trinket box etc.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

28

Selection of Oriental and Asian decor items
including lidded metal jewel case, hand
painted jardinière with drip tray, brass tray,
two brass dishes, fireside companion set,
lion motif planter plus a Staffordshire style
figurine, a celadon coloured and brass table
lamp etc. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

29

Two pieces of art glass including 9" swirled
coloured vase and a green and blue 11" vase

30

Two brass table lamps with shades and a 18"
blue and white glazed pottery vase

31

Selection of candlestick including a pair of
Fitz & Floyd "Country Chic" painted porcelain
goats, three matching 10" glass candlesticks
plus 14 1/2" glass dish. Note: Not Available
For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

32

Shelf lot of decor items including cast metal
monkey motif table lamp, wooden tea chest
style box, cherub plinth with stone top, five
wall sconces, glass pedestal, wood carved

Eiffel Tower wall plaque, cherub wall plaque
with dried flowers etc. Note: Not Available
For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
33

English sterling silver pierced edge pen tray
with double crystal ink wells with sterling
tops and a calligraphy pen with sterling silver
engraved and mother-of-pearl handle

34

American hand cut American brilliant glass
bowl 9" in diameter

35

Three collectible glass paperweights by
Edinburgh Glass including two teapot shaped
and a cased glass weight with flower

36

Pair of cast and glass tall banquet lamps and
a heavy glazed "fruit basket" ornament 25"
in height. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

37

Selection of decor items including a pair of
wall mount brass double candlesticks, a 19"
ornate wall shelf, brass lion's head door
knocker, a lounging lion and a fruit basket
style ornament and small gilt framed oval
wall mirror. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

38

Two limited edition A.J. Casson prints
"Rooftops" and "Twilights"

39

Vintage large sized Ralph Lauren leather and
plaid canvas travel bag

40

Two framed limited edition etched prints
featuring Notre Dame 49/200 and artist at
work near Sacre Coeur 160/200

41

Selection of glass and porcelain collectibles
including Tunstall cake plate and matching
server, Coalport "Canton" plate, Royal
Winton "Majestic" chintz plate, Royal
Winton gold double handled urn 9", R.S.
Prussia small cocoa pot, Queen Mother's
Royal Birthday Plate by Royal Crown Derby,
Clarence House plate for the Queen's 90th
birthday, vintage ruffled edge carnival bowl,
Carletonware cream and open sugar,
Depression glass etc. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

42

Selection of treenware carvings including
pair of 11 1/4" elephant motif candlestick,
carved elephant with rider, wooden frog,
plus a selection pottery figures including

43

44

Madonna and child, a seal , small bird, an
alabaster owl etc.

54

Modern six drawer high boy with curved
front 55" in height

Selection of pottery including 9 1/4" vase
initialled by artist, three lidded pots, a glazed
pottery jardinière, planter with attached tray
and a small cup

55

Bedroom chest with ten drawers and satin
wood inlaid, to match lot 54 and is 68" wide

56

Three seat full size sofa and matching
loveseat fabric labelled "Grand Mist" and
marked American Made

57

Three piece patio solarium set including 26"
diameter table and two chairs

58

Single strand of hand knotted genuine pearls
18" in length with 14kt yellow gold clasp

59

Jade and acrylic bangle and a jade Buddha 1
3/4" in height with stamped14kt yellow gold
bail and belly button

60

Six strand beaded two colour pearl necklace
with marked18kt yellow gold clasp and what
appear to be gold beads

61

14kt yellow gold 16" neck chain and single
emerald gemstone pendant and a selection
of earrings including genuine pearl and
diamond like

62

Indian stone arrowhead with 10kt gold
banding and brooch back plus three argillite
carved rings including claw and two bands

63

Selection of India Tree porcelain, assorted
makers including Coalport, Anchor,
Bridgwood etc.; cake trays, four demitasse
cups and saucer, toast rack, cream and sugar
etc.

Three collectible glass paperweights
including Caithness Glass "To Commemorate
the Centenary of H.M. Queen Elizabeth the
Queen Mother 1900-2000 and one to
celebrate Queen Elizabeth II silver jubilee
1952-1977 plus a stain glass window motif
glass disc

64

Four pieces of Lord Nelson Ware chintz
"Briar Rose" including double handled cake
tray, cream and sugar and 5" bud vase

Six china cups and saucers including
Paragon, Foley, Royal Albert etc. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

65

100% Iranian made wool carpet runner with
center medallion, geometric stylized floral,
red background and highlights of cream,
blue, green etc. 41" X 115"

Signed and numbered art glass pyramid 7" in
height, with plug in light up base and a large
flower motif

66

100% Iranian wool carpet runner with
overall geometric design, red background
and highlights of blue, green and cream, 41"
X 108"

Six china cups and saucers including Aynsley,
Coalport, Rosina , Royal Standard and
Syracuse China. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

67

Antique three door ice box, original interior
has been removed and repurposed as
storage cabinet, original water cooler is
intact and includes brass spigot

Four Birks crystal wine glasses and two Birks
crystal larger wine glasses, three small
aperitif glasses, crystal shaker with English
sterling hallmarked top plus a 9 1/2"
diameter footed crystal bowl. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

45

Interested black and tan tote bag labelled
Nasa c.c. Dep.T.7865 U.S. Air Force

46

Five pieces of Kaiser Porcelain including two
leaf motif plates, a bisque ashtray, cottage
motif small vase and retail plaque plus a
Tengra figure of a girl and her puppy and a
child with basket

47

Selection of lamp shades including four
ceiling shades and one milk glass tri-light
shade

48

Selection of collectible porcelain including
porcelain basket with cream and sugar by
Ashley Bone China, a Noritake basket, a
double handled Nippon dish plus a Royal
Worcester figurine "First Dance". Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

49

50

51

52

53

Modern bonded red leather chair made by
Eztia

68

1970's simulated pecan wood server with
slide out tops exposing protective heat
resistant surface made by Mount City
Furniture Company

69

Appears to be shop made 43" X 84" board
room table with laminated mahogany plank
top and metal base

70

Victorian mahogany sideboard with multiple
drawers and doors and backboard with
carved scroll, 78" wide

71

Modern single drawer sofa table on cabriole
feet and fitted with glass top protector

72

Semi contemporary two drawer sofa table
on tall cabriole supports and fitted with glass
top protector

73

Trio of matching lamps, Romanesque in
styling including two table lamps and a floor
lamp. Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

74

Single drawer 29" high occasional table with
under shelf and modern lift top display
vitrine

75

Wood framed oval bevelled wall mirror with
carved decorative topper, overall dimensions
33" X 19". Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

76

Modern single door display/statuary stand
with three glass shelves, 39" in height

77

Austen sculpture " A Mother's Love" 28" in
height. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

78

Eleven partial cones of knitting machine/
hand knitting yarn including Black Tweed,
half cone of varigated green and blue, partial
cone of Fiesta Yellow, cone of shimmery
blue green and gold, cone of shimmery Kelly
green, partial cone of white lustre, partial
cone of charcoal, partial roll of shimmery
blue, partial cone of Capri blue and a full
cone of white plus a factory sealed cone of
Amber Mirage

79

Ten full or near full cones of knitting
machine/ hand knitting yarn including two
Newry Spindlecraft by Bouquet 8630
Blossom Pink 426 , two deep purple cones,
two cones of teal green, two cones of Laura

Gulfstream turquoise blue, two cones of
black ( one feels like cotton) plus two partial
or small cones of 3ply Pumpernel red, 12
cones in total in a sea grass double handled
woven basket
80

Twelve cones of knitting machine/ hand
kitting yarn including 1 lb. cone of 100%
acrylic Multi-Marl Sof-Set crimson red 2/29,
1 lb. cone of Globe natural cotton 8/2, near
full cone of fuscia pink, two three quarter full
cones of peacock blue 2/16, two full cones of
Snow white 2/11, three half full cones of
purple 2/16 and two half cones of butter
yellow yarn in a sea grass double handled
basket

81

Nine full or near full cones of knitting
machine/ hand knitting yarn including
Christmas red, Newry 8730 Blossom 426 1--$
acrylic, Black 679, Bouquet Spindlecraft
mercerized natural cotton, Glenspun Putty
coloured cotton, cream coloured cones,
Bramwell 4 ply navy coloured 100% acrylic, 3
ply antelope coloured and a jade green

82

Eleven full or near full cones of knitting
machine /knitting yarn including Yeoman
Casmillion 4 ply Aran 8, a cone of variegated
oatmeal, brown and blue, one cone of
Yeoman Casmillion 4 ply in cerulean blue,
cone of 2.16 Burgundy, cone of 2/16 white,
cone of 2/20 Antelope brown, cone of
Bouquet Newry 2/16 Burgundy brick, cone of
1/18 Black 303, cone of 2/32 Grotto green, a
cone of Phoenix Dye Works Petal pink 16/2
and a half cone of Newry 8730 Blossom 426
all in a double handled sea grass basket

83

Twelve full or near full cones of knitting
machine / hand knitting yarn including two
cones of Varsity Tamm currant red, two
cones of ivory, twp cones of Newry Black 41
6, two cones of Newry Chocolate 407, two
cones of Newry 8783 Light Powder blue 412
and two cones of Tammcril Diamante in leaf
green F805 in a double handled sea grass
basket

84

Twelve partial cones of knitting machine/
hand knitting yarn including near full Laura
Barbie Pink 246, two partial cones of dark

Wedgwood blue, roll of Tammcril Diamante
Steel grey, two partial cones of black, two
cones of Fiesta Yellow, partial cone of
Yeoman Yarns Beige, cone of Christmas Red,
partial cone of cream and a cone of Lavender
in a double handled sea grass basket

94

Antique hand painted moustache cup and
saucer personalized "Present to Joseph
Johnson, Born May 20, 1835"

95

Nine signed Waterford crystal "Colleen"
short stem water goblets. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

84a

Two gilt framed botanical floral still-life
pictures, each 29" X 25". Note: Not Available
For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

96

84b

Large framed print of a Claude Monet
painting featuring mother and child in a boat
with ducks, overall dimension including
frame 34" X 40". Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

85

Small Victorian style mahogany framed
chaise lounge with button tufted red velvet
upholstery and carved floral decorations

Two trays of vintage collectible jewellery
including sterling silver and turquoise
enamel 16" necklace, sterling silver Erikson
Denmark leaf motif brooch, abstract sterling
silver size 7.5 ring made in Finland and a pair
of Mexican sterling silver earrings plus
Michaela Fray enamelled bangle a copper
and enamel maple leaf and an Ammonite
necklace

97

Two trays of vintage collectible jewellery
including jade like beaded necklace, two gold
toned and diamante butter fly brooches, jet
like double strand necklace and matching
earrings, plus gemstone like gold toned
bracelet etc.

98

Wool area carpet with center medallion,
sand background, heavy floral border with
highlights of red, blue, gold etc. 92" X 132"

99

100% Iranian made Tabriz wool area carpet
purportedly purchased by original owner in
Tabriz Iran in the 1980's, Herati design
featuring center medallion and highlights of
red, cream, blue, orange etc. quality carpet
with high knot count, 52" X 82"

100

100% Iranian made Shiraz Baktiara hand
knotted tribal area carpet, purportedly
purchased by the original owner near Shiraz
in 1997, in garden design depicting Cyprus
trees, vases, etc. in tones of reds, cream,
blue etc. 56" X 82"

101

Highway 61 die cast 1:16 scale, 1949 Pumper
Truck, appears new in box

102

Highway 61 die cast 1:16 scale, 1940 Stake
Truck, appears new in box

103

Highway 61 die cast 1:16 scale 1945 Dump
Truck, appears new in box

104

Four HO scale die cast metal vehicles
including three Rapido city buses, various
styles and a light rail transit car by Translink

86

Antique Dutch marquetry chair, heavily
inlaid on all forward and side facing surfaces
and satin damask upholstered seat

87

Victorian style mid 20th century parlour
chair with button tufted heart shaped back
and carved floral topper

88

Antique 19th century mahogany fold over
tea table on tall reeded support, one of
which pulls out for top support, note no
hinge pin and other signs of distress

89

Pair of antique slipper chairs with beautifully
carved backs and other highlights, with
cabriole supports and brocade upholstered
seats, labelled "Jones & Higgins Ltd.
Peckham S. E. London

90

Semi contemporary antique style bed end
bench with white on white upholstery

91

Early Roseville Clematis teapot, cream and
lidded sugar plus a modern 840-7 Pinecone
vase 7 1/2" in height and two reference
books

92

93

Selection of Fiesta including orange cup and
saucer and blue cream, lidded sugar and tray
plus a Worman's book on Fiesta
Two antique Wavecrest lidded dresser jars
including hinged lid and a lift lid, each 5 1/2"
in diameter

105

Four HO scale die cast metal vehicles
including a Translink articulated bus and
transit car, New Flyer Xcelsoir ElectricBus
and a Rapido Trains city bus

106

Four HO scale die cast 1:16 scale Rapido
Trains city bus, Translink Articulated bus and
Ferry plus a STM city bus

107

Selection of train collectibles in new in
package trains, two Lionel O scale Northern
Alberta Railway cars and two Go Turbo tank
cars

107a Tray lot of vintage jewellery including
necklaces, beaded strands, brooches,
bracelets and earrings etc.
107b Two jewellery boxes full of vintage and
collectible jewellery including signed
Sherman earrings and matching brooch,
signed Continental earrings, diamante
necklaces, beaded necklaces, earrings,
bracelets, brooches etc.
107c Selection of gents vintage wrist watches
including Waltham 25 jewel Incabloc,
working at time of cataloguing, Cobros 25
jewel Superautomatic marked "Shockproof
antimagnetic unbreakable mainspring" sans
bracelet but with original box and pamphlet
plus a Seiko digital Quartz LC C 153-5007
wrist watch with calculator- not working at
time of cataloguing, may just need battery
108

Burmese dinner gong with silver plate gong
and two carved elephants with tusks

109

Leaded glass mirror, floral and hummingbird
motif, overall dimensions 29" X 22"

110

Inuit soapstone carving of a pair of narwhal
with marine ivory tusks, 8" in height and
signed by artist Mark Totan

111

Japanese Koransha decorative jar 7 1/2" in
height plus two Japanese clay teapots and a
vintage trivet

113

Sage Graphite II two piece fly rod mdl. B890
GFLRP, 9" in length, 8 wt. with wood seat,
sleeve and aluminium tube

114

G. Loomis Classic fly rod No. GL 3/FR10812
9" in length, 12 wt. two piece
Salmon/Steelhead rod with original Loomis
sleeve and rod case

115

Sage Graphite III two piece fly rod mdl. GFL
690 9' in length, 6 wt. with wood reel seat,
original sleeve and original rod tube

116

Fenwick World Class No. WCF-969-4 four
piece fly rod, 9'6" in length, 9 wt. includes
sleeve and tube and a Fenwick World Class
No. 2 fly reel with leather case, line and
leaders

116a ARI-Hart Md. S2 Salmon/Steelhead fly reel
with 4" frame, drag and click plus ARI-Hart
line leader dispenser with cases plus two line
dressing watches
117

Three fly reels including J.W.Young & Sons 3
1/2" click and drag with quick release spool,
Berkley No. 556, 3 1/2" click and drag with
line and leader and an antique Allright fly
reel purportedly 1886 No. 120 2 1/2" trout
fly reel, nickel and brass

118

Selection of early bait casting reels including
Pfueger, Bronson Mercury, Wards,
Southbend, Bronson Fleetwing and
Shakespeare, thirteen reels in total, eight in
original boxes

119

Hardy Bros. bakelite fly box with twenty five
hand tied salmon and trout flies

120

Lot of seventy seven hand tied trout and
steel head flies in assorted plastic trays and
bags

121

Vintage sterling silver charm bracelet set
with approximately 26 sterling and silver
charms

122

Birks vintage sterling hinged bracelet with
engraved scroll work and 9ct gold wash,
vintage cameo brooch plus a sterling silver
sword cravat pin

123

Selection of sterling jewellery including
sterling silver neck chain with gemstone like
pendant, and six sterling silver rings set with
cubics gemstones plus a pair of butterfly
motif earrings

124

Selection of vintage collectible gold jewellery
including small 10kt gold bracelet, 10kt gold
astrological pendant, four 10kt gold rings, a
pair of gold and pearl earrings etc.

125

Tray lot of vintage and collectible jewellery
including necklaces, earrings, rings, watches
etc.

equipment prints which are reproductions of
the Series II of the Banister Collection
135

Tray lot of collectibles including four Birks
sterling silver shakers, four small sterling
dishes and four salt spoons, four sterling
teaspoons, vermeil collector's spoons, silver
overlay dish etc.

136

Tray lot of quality vintage crystal including
cornflower, Clapperton comport 4 1/2" in
height, cream and sugar, small flower vase
etc.

137

Three pieces of vintage/antique tableware
including Royal Worcester hand painted
footed cake plate numbered 9522, 7" in
height, Foley bone china transfer ware
footed cake plate and a hand painted biscuit
barrel with purple and gilt floral decoration
and silver-plate lid and handle

138

100% Iranian Kashan area carpet with center
medallion, overall floral design with sage
background and highlights of blue, gold,
orange etc. 132" X 84"

139

100% Iranian Hamadan area carpet with
center medallion, dark blue background,
overall floral design with highlights of taupe,
red, cream etc. 40" X 121"

140

100% Iranian Saveh wool area runner with
triple medallion, red background, highlights
of blue, taupe, cream etc. 42" X 151"

141

Selection of decor items including plaster
17" lounging lion statue, three plaster balls,
a glass dish, a set of bird motif wrought iron
candleholders, a 20" urn style vase, a pair of
wall sconces and a single wall sconce. Note:
Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

142

Small two drawer console table and two
Tiffany style table lamps. Note: Not Available
For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

143

Wrought and six branch candle chandelier
with hanging lustres

144

Pair of heavy glass table lamps with shades
24" in height. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

145

Pair of heavy glass table lamps with shades
27" in height. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

125a Ten Canadian fifty cent pieces including
1956, 1957, 1958, 1960, 1961, 1962, 1963,
1964, 1965 and 1966
125b Selection of Canadian coins including thirty
two loose 1967 Rabbits, a Canadian nickel
collectors book dating from 1922-1960
missing three coins, Canadian nickel
collector book dating 1952- present with
approximately 47 nickels and a penny book
dating 1910-1935 missing five coins
125c Six Canadian decimal sets including 1962,
1963, 1964, 1965, 1966 and 1967
126

Refectory style dining table and two 15"
skirted leaves "Country Oak" made by
Knechtel plus six complimenting oak dining
chairs including two carvers

127

Antique quarter cut oak petite sized two tier
lamp table with 18" square top

128

Two fully upholstered and skirted side chairs

129

Korean Jangseung ( Totem Pole) 61" in
height. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

130

Three Mikasa "Country Manor" serving
pieces including large 18" oval platter, 15"
round bowl and a deeper 13 1/2" bowl plus a
"Maison du Cafe" lidded canister. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

131

Three glazed tiles including harbour scene
12" X 12", a garden wagon tile 11" X 14" and
a winery tile 11" X 14"

132

Hartstone clay shortbread mould, a wooden
thistle motif mould, a Portmerion
"Rhodendrum Lillflorum" flan dish, and a
graduated set of Gibson hand painted bowls

133

134

Selection of framed prints including Italian
wine country landscapes, plus two original
acrylic on canvas Jamaican village scenes,
one signed by artist Vertus Romuals (?), 7
3/4" X 9 1/2" etc.
Set of sets of unframed print including folio
with 10 vintage plane prints "Through the
Years...." and a set of 10 oil rig and

146

Pair of brass toned pivoting wall mount
electric sconces with shades plus a table
lamp

157

Japanese red cast iron teapot with tea
infuser

147

Selection of decor items including plaster
wrestlers, framed artist proof print titled
"Gesso Suite IV", artist made clay pots, metal
wall mount candleholder, copper coloured
glass dish and a National Geographic
telescope. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

158

Selection of collectible pipes and pipe
supplies including Molina, Fajka,
Meerschaum etc. plus pipe cleaning supplies,
pipe stand, filters etc.

159

Selection of collectible pipes and pipe
supplies including Kriswill, Molina, Monaco,
French made pipes, W. B. Clark, two pipe
stands plus pipe cleaning supplies, filters etc.

160

Selection of collectible pipes and pipe
supplies including Volkan Pipe, Danish
Sovereign, Jeantet with carved wooden face,
Brier etc. plus pipe cleaning supplies,
polishing cloth, filters, hardcover "The
Ultimate Pipe Book" etc.

161

Walnut cased "Seamstress" National Sewing
Machine Co. Model B, with knee controlled
switch, not tested as switch wiring brittle

162

Framed original oil on canvas painting of
dark street figures signed by artist Michael
Burns, 15" X 19 1/4"

Antique Edwardian single door mahogany
wardrobe with single drawer in base, raised
panels, bevelled inset mirror and decorative
frieze with corner finials, 88" in height

163

100% viscose Sevila area carpet in ivory
tones with patch work diamond patterning
and multiple borders plus highlights of blues,
purples, greens, cranberry etc. 63" X 88"

Antique six drawer mahogany bedroom
chest on cabriole feet with what appear to
be original pulls and decorated with small
carved panel

164

Vintage drop leaf tea wagon with matched
grain top and removable drink's tray

165

Vintage needlepoint upholstered side chair
and a small single pedestal drop leaf
occasional table marked "Heirloom Canada
Ltd"

166

Antique William IV flame mahogany carver
with reeded supports, scroll arms and
upholstered seat

167

Floor standing, walnut cased 78 rpm
International gramophone, working at time
of cataloguing

168

1970's retro armchair with matching foot
stool and single drawer side table

169

Antique French beech wood framed open
arm parlour chair plus none matching
antique X framed stool, both with coordinating upholstery

148

Selection of wall art and frames, mostly gilt
with religious iconography content. Note:
Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

149

Carved soapstone bear 8" in height, artist
signed by not readable

150

Two hand carved soapstone bears including
a 7 1/2" and a 4" both initial by artist

151

152

153

154

155

Framed limited edition print titled " Broken
Silence" and pencil signed by artist Carl
Brenders, 2541/3500. Note: Not Available
For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

Two Indonesian "Naga Morsarang" medicine
horns including a wooden carved 9" in length
and a white metal with dragon head plus a
4" hand carved green soapstone frog
Italian made albaster figural table lamp with
marble base and replaced etched and
scalloped glass shade, marked "Made in Italy
6003" 18" from base to top excluding shade.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

155a Gilt framed wall mount jewellery box and a
wooden hat stand
156

Two small framed original watercolour
paintings including one labelled on verso "
Portland Harbour, Dorset" and signed by
artist Ida M. Bogue 1927, 4 3/4" X 8 1/2" and
a small lake scene signed by artist Laurette
Stewart 6 1/2" X 4 1/4"

170

Depression era, North American made two
doors and two drawer sideboard, 52" wide

171

100% Iranian Bakhtiar wool area carpet with
center medallion, overall geometric floral in
tones of brick red, cream, orange etc. 61" X
103"

182

Vintage Baccarat "Tallyrand" heavy crystal
drinks decanter 9 1/2" in height plus a Remy
Martin French Cognac brandy bottle made
by Baccarat

183

Tray lot of sterling silver including a pair
British hallmarked sterling candlesticks 3" in
height, a pair of International sterling
candlesticks 4 1/2" in height plus a pair of
International sterling nut dishes, a set of
British hallmarked shakers plus a silver-plate
and glass dish and a set of Birks sterling
silver candlesticks

172

100% Iranian Kolyaii wool area carpet with
overall geometric design, taupe background
and highlights of red, blue and cream etc.
59" X 116"

173

100% Iranian Bakhtiar wool area carpet with
double medallions, triple border, red
background and highlights of blue, taupe,
cream etc. 60" X 121"

184

174

Antique oak single door display cabinet with
barley twist supports

Three Royal Doulton figurines including
Autumn Breezes HN1434, Premiere HN2343
and smaller sized Fair Maiden HN2211

185

175

Folding cutting out/craft table 40" X 15" top
plus two 28 1/2" drop leaf plus single drawer

176

Professional ironing board "Euro Pro Ironing
Solution" with iron, not tested at time of
cataloguing

Antique Kate Greenaway bas relief glass
sugar bowl with British sterling silver collar
and handle ( Jehoiada Alsop Rhoades &
Barber, Sheffield, 1878) plus and antique
crystal wine decanter with etched flower and
grape decoration and silver stopper and cap
married by fine silver chain and collar 9 1/2"
in height, hallmarked but too worn to read

186

Tray lot of collectibles including etched
crystal flower vase with sterling silver base
marked 813H Finland and date coded 1963,
note has engraved dedication, a Waterford
crystal perfume 5" in height, Wedgwood
"Cornucopia" lidded box, a small lidded
Cloisonné box, a German Elephant motif
trinket box plus a Shree Bhatter sterling
silver and onyx pierced edge double dish

187

Four small bronze busts on marble bases
including 6" hugging boy and girl, all signed,
see photos

188

Three small bronze busts on marble bases
including 4" cherub etc., all signed, see
photos

189

Vintage Kinkozan Pottery footed dish and a
Hungarian MHV double handled pottery
vessel 11" in height

190

Teak draw leaf table 31" X 47" plus two 18"
draw leaves, no maker name found plus a
set of five Danish made and marked dining
chairs

176a Semi contemporary bar height, wood
topped, double pedestal table with black
painted base, 36 1/2" in height and 70" long
176b Modern reproduction oak wall mount
telephone made by Kellogg Switchboard &
Supply Co. Note: Not Available for Shipping.
Local Pickup Only
176c French provincial three seat full sized sofa
89" long with show wood
177

Kaiser hand painted painted and hand gilded
"Rapsodie" vase 8 1/2" in height

178

Moorcroft rare green Flamminian Ware for
Liberty & Co. Rd. No. 45277, 6" in height

179

One large and six small Royal Doulton
character jugs including Sairey Gamp, two
Beefeaters, Capt. Henry Morgan etc. plus
Royal Doulton Toby jug and Character jug
reference guide plus a candlestick

180

Two antique Wavecrest hinged lid dresser jar
including bevelled clear glass lidded 5 1/2"
and an enamelled floral top jar 3 1/4" in
diameter

181

Vintage Charlotte Rhead for Crown Ducal
"Fruit Border 5802" pottery vase circa 1938

191

Six china cups and saucers including
Paragon, Foley, Royal Albert and Bluebird.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

192

Selection of Adderley "Golden Rhapsody"
china table ware with settings for eight of
dinner plates, side plates, bread and butter
plates plus teacups and saucers. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

193

194

Three collectible glass paperweights
including artist signed with light up plug in
lamp plus artist initialled 3 1/2" cased glass
and small purple glass with bubbles
Four piece Oriental lacquered panels with
inlaid mother-of-pearl figures and scroll
work, each panel is 39" X 15 1/2". Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

195

Vintage wicker garden chair including one
rocker and one fixed frame, sans cushions

196

Singer Touch-Tronic 2010 Memory Machine,
electric sewing machine in very clean 1970's
retro cabinet

196a Selection of jewellery including stone
necklaces, bracelets, pearl like earrings, pens
etc, plus a mirrored dresser tray and a silver
picture frame

203

Two framed floral motif needleworks, a 8"
Beswick cat figure, small glazed porcelain
burro plus three porcelain florals including
Royal Addersley, Radnor etc. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

204

Twelve Swarovski crystal collectibles
including elephant, teddy bear, butterfly,
swan, small cat and bird, four rabbits and a
squirrel plus a Crystal Memories golf bag

205

Two crystal table lamps with shades plus
four Lenox fine crystal elephants including
two 7" in height

206

Three porcelain figurines including Coalport
Ladies of Fashion Margaret, Ladies of fashion
Regina, Lenox Porcelain Ivory First Waltz and
a Lenox collectible egg on stand

207

Tall hand painted Satsuma style floor vase
24" in height plus wooden plinth. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

208

Four boxes suites of jewellery including
three Fifth Avenue necklace and earring set
plus a Monet gold toned necklace and
earring set

209

Selection of quality costume jewellery
including signed Swarovski crystal bracelet
7", a sterling silver neck chain with pave set
crystal pendant and matching earrings plus a
gold pave set pendant, a sterling silver
vermeil neck chain with large crystal
pendant, plus a selection of crystal set
brooches

210

Tray lot of collectibles including two Goebel
bird figurines, two Otagiri bird figurines, a
cobalt and clear Murano glass bird, three
lidded dresser jars plus four cast metal
enamelled trinket boxes set with gemstone
like crystals

211

100% Iranian Bakhtiar wool carpet with
garden design featuring panels with birds
and florals in tone of red, taupe, blue and
cream etc. 58" X 111"

212

100% Iranian Hamadam wool carpet runner
with double medallion, red background,
stylized floral design and highlights of grey,
taupe, blue etc. 41" X 149"

196b Framed original watercolour painting of
Thomas Davies Bookstore signed by artist
Alan Nuttall 1990, 9" X 14"
197

Pair of single drawer oak side tables with
inlaid center panels

198

Remington R-6 knife with leather sheath and
sharpening stone, 4 1/4" blade

199

Premier Lifetime Bowie H45 scout knife with
6 1/4" Solingen blade and leather sheath

200

Rehwappen scout skinning knife with 5 1/8"
Solingen No. 420 blade and leather sheath

201

202

Two unframed limited edition prints
including "Dance of the Summer Sun" 9/125,
"Dance of the Summer Moon" 4/125 and
pencil signed by artist Ioyan Mani- Maxine
Noel
Semi contemporary four tier baker's rack 70"
in height

213

214

215

100% Iranian Zanjan wool carpet runner with
double medallion, multiple borders, red
background and highlights of grey, orange,
cream etc. 42" X 114"
100% Iranian Bakthiar wool area carpet with
double medallions, red background and
highlights of navy and cream etc. 78" X 115"
Small tray lot of jewellery including 10kt12kt Black Hills Gold size 7.75 ring, a pair of
12kt Black Hills gold earrings with gold filled
screw type fittings, tiny 9kt gold teddy bear
pendant, sterling silver locket on a 16" neck
chain plus a 19" sterling neck chain

215a Ladies 14kt yellow gold and diamond
engagement ring with matching wedding
band, note rings have be soldered together
216

Selection of vintage and antique hat pins
including a sterling silver set with turquoise,
a cloissone spider, silver and turquoise stone
like and two gold coin like engraved pins plus
a Nouveau gilded pin set with royal blue
gemstone like stones etc.

224

Three vintage brooches including two stone
and one with turquoise like stones set in
sterling silver

225

Amethyst bead and genuine pearl necklace
set 24" in length with 14kt gold clasp and
possibly gold beads

225a Lightly used bathroom vanity with large
drawer, granite top, under mount sink and
fixtures, 30" wide
226

Quality patio dining suite including a 39" X
71" table plus 24" jack knife leaf and six
woven rattan style dining chair with seat and
back cushion made by Corriveau

227

Three piece parlour table set including
coffee and two end tables

228

Stainless steel natural gas barbecue with
side prep tray on left and burner on the
right, made by Sterling

229

Pair of modern white upholstered breakfast
stool with 25 1/2" seat height

230

1997 Ford Explorer, two door 4X4 121975
kms, four litre SOHC, automatic transmission
with air, cruise control, power locks, power
leather seats, keyless entry, fog lights, side
steps, roof rack, four brand new tires, sun
roof, AM/FM cassette 6 pack CD and auto
headlight dim, well maintained and appears
in good running condition with no obvious
rust. VIN # 1FMDU24EXVUD37150, note
current consignor and original owner are
well known to Brad Ward and vehicle has
excellent service record predominantly
through Fountain Tire in St. Albert, buy with
confidence

217

Three pieces of crystal including cobalt cut to
clear flower vase 10" in height, a pinwheel
rose bowl and a crystal fruit bowl

218

Two knives including Ontasco Allemagne
stag handled hunting knife ( purportedly
1949) and a Premier stag handled hunting
knife with 5" Solingen blade no. 808D with
leather sheath

219

ASH custom skinner 4 1/2" blade, 440C steel
with carbon fibre handle and custom leather
sheath

220

Grohmann No. 108 deer and moose knife
with 6" blade and original leather sheath

231

Selection of lapis lazuli jewellery including
sterling silver ring, pendant with wire neck
lace, gold plated hinged bracelet plus a pair
of drop earrings

Cyberpower Uninterrupted power supply
Model 1350VA with original book and CD,
not tested plus a Salton Induction cook top,
working at time of cataloguing

232

Large cotton Asian wall fan 57" wide and a
framed Chinese stone rubbing of a Deity on a
cloud 23" X 27" plus an antique Lincoln
Cathedral print by Harold Pearl. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

233

Selection of Asian collectibles including a
pair of glazed pottery incense burner (
purportedly 19th century) plus an antique

221

222

Amethyst gemstone beaded necklace with
9kt rose gold clasp and bead 18" in length

223

Four pairs of earrings including genuine pearl
10kt white gold with clear gemstones, 10kt
gold balls, plus single pearls on chain
earrings

Mongolian hotpot and a selection of
treenware including 12" Madonna, Oriental
fisherman and a Buddha etc.
234

Vintage Sears Silvertone table top radio,
Model C817, working at time of cataloguing

235

Large marble carving by Dene artist Athony
Anotoine entitled "Annual Migration" 15
1/2" in height. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

236

Large framed metal sunray wall hanging
overall dimensions 35 1/2" square. Note:
Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

237

Selection of Royal Albert "Old Country
Roses" bone china dinnerware including six
dinner plates, four side plates, eleven bread
and butter plates, four cereal bowls, four
fruit nappies, four bouillon with drip trays,
eleven teacups and saucers, six demitasses
with saucers, cream and open sugar bowl
and a coffee pot, plus a teapot sans lid.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

238

Selection of Royal Albert "Old Country
Roses" bone china serving pieces including
lidded double handled casserole dish, open
vegetable dish, three cake plate, gravy boat
and drip tray, milk jug and two open sugar
bowls, small jardinière, two pin trays, three
florals plus a pie server and a cheese knife.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

238a Antique quarter cut oak mantle with
bevelled diamond shaped mirror, 79" in
height and 68" wide, note the opening is 48"
X 43 1/2"

241

Eleven full and partial cones of knitting
machine/ hand knitting wool including full
cone Lister-Lee Thermo-Knit 4 ply in baby
Wedgwood blue, full cone of Bouquet
Spindlecrafct Newry navy blue, full cone of
Pheonix Dye Works 3.5/1 Sea Green, near
full cone of Spinrite 2/19 cream coloured,
full cone of unidentified oatmeal coloured,
full Spinrite Black 2/24, Spindlecraft charcoal
9012, Spinrite Pony Brown, Batalla 1229
Christmas red, partial cone of Schaufhauser
purple 805, partial cone of mint green,
partial cone of unlabeled salmon coloured
yard in double handled sea grass basket

242

Selection of full and partial cones of knitting
machine/hand knitting yarn including
Spindlecraft teal, two partial cone of
Schaffhauser navy blue 805, partial roll of
Spindlecraft Light pink 402, partial cones of
black, partial cone of Rimini shimmering
pink, partial cone of baby green, partial cone
of Spinright Malt blue, full cone of mouse
coloured, grey and a azure blue etc. plus a
basket of hand knitting yarn, various types,
various makers

243

Eleven near full and partial cones of knitting
machine/hand knitting yarn including two
Spinright Natural 502, two Spinright Plum
tweed, two Sofil 4 ply Cranberry coloured 87,
two Spinright Laura Royal, one Black 303 and
two pale apricot cones

244

Three sea grass baskets full of hand knitting
and knitting machine yarn including full cone
of Glenspun cotton Putty colour, full cone of
varigated white and brown, near full cone
and partial cone of Bramwell Navy, partial
cone of varigated Bramwell shade 6, partial
cone of Yoeman Yarns Capricorn, and partial
conesof Bouquet Cotton white, partial roll of
camel coloured yarn, and a partial cone of
Matt Spinright blue two baskets of hand
knitting yarn including see photos for colours

245

Selection of hand knitting and knitting
machine yarn including full or near cones of
Knitmaster variegated blue and black,
Spinrite Seafoam, Nomis Yarn navy, Sofil
black and Chenille black, partial cones of

238b Antique Singer hand crank portable sewing
machine in wooden case includes box of
sewing machine accessories and manual
239

Premier Lifetime hunting knife with 5"
German blade No. H82, stacked leather grip
and leather sheath

240

Wm. Rogers, Sheffield ( I Cut my Way) early
hunting knife with stacked leather handle,
brass band and ebony pommel, 4 1/4" blade
with partial sawbuck, original label on
handle and leather sheath

grey, white, moss green, coffee, pink and
purple
246

247

248

249

250

Twelve full or partial cones of knitting
machine /hand knitting yarn including two
full cones of Star 3378, full cone of Spinright
Amethyst, Spinright Navy and partial cones
including Spinright Rodeo Red, two partial
cones of Spinright Seagreen, two cones of
Shaufhauser Jeunesse pink, partial cone of
cream and two partial cones of Tammy
Rayito baby blue
Thirteen full or partial cones of knitting
machine /hand knitting yarns including near
full cones of Pop Azure Blue and deep forest
green, partial cone of Spindlecraft white
2705, partial cone of Glendale Grey Heather
PD 3365, partial cones of Schaffauser
Jeunesse pink, Spinright Champage, Yeoman
Turquoise, Spindlecraft Navy, Diamante
black plus cream, purple and Christmas red
Two sea grass basket containing thirteen
partial cones of knitting machine/hand
knitting yarn including Batalla 1210 blue,
Patons colour 5959 mouse grey, two partial
cones of Batalla 1894 in powder blue, partial
cone of Batalla 1626 Navy, Bramwell navy
silk, Lobellia royal blue, Bramwell Jade,
Bramwell navy, deep Wedgwood blue, grey
plus two partial black cones
Scottish made Haldane Shetland upright
castle spinning wheel, a hand made weaving
loom, four bats of natural raw wool, pair
LeClerc wool carders and a Nylus wool
winder. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only
Hand painted and handcrafted cart with
serving tray top. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

250a Five cased Canadian double dollar proof sets
including 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977 and 1978
250b Four cased Canadian double dollar proof sets
including 1979, 1980, 1981 and 1982
250c Four cased Canadian double dollar proof sets
including 1983, 1986, 1987 and 1988

251

Set of three 1970's French provincial parlour
room tables including a step side table, large
step corner table and a coffee table

252

Antique oak cased Eldredge treadle sewing
machine, with gilded name cast into base

253

Regency style center pedestal, drop leaf
mahogany table with single drawer

254

Pair of antique side chairs with curved
bobbin turned back supports and
upholstered seats

255

Pair of retro chromed framed and black
upholstered bend steel chairs

255a Fifteen gallon Alberta Potteries/Medicine
Hat crock with double metal handles appears
in good condition, no cracks seen. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
255b Five gallon Medalta double handled crock,
two cream cans, cabbage cutter, small
wooden barrel etc. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only
255c McCormick Deering hand crank cream
separator. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only
256

Hammersley porcelain basket with attached
cream and sugar and a Kaiser Monoco ewer
7" in height

257

Selection of Portmerion "Botanic Garden"
including two toast racks, stacking teapot,
four ramekins, a boxed set of salad servers,
"September" heart shaped box and a vase

258

Two RCA doorbell cameras with two way
talk, live stream and recording, WIFI, 1080P
Pro series HD, appear new box

259

Selection of cut crystal decanters in assorted
shapes and styles, each with stopper,
ranging from 9" to 15"

260

Selection of semi porcelain collectibles
including W.H. Grindley & Co. teapot, large
lidded sugar and creamer plus 16" diameter
platter and twelve Copeland Spode plates
from the Canadian Centennial depicting
provincial flowers. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

261

Two hand carved soapstone breasts, no
artist signatures seen, each approximately 8"
in height and 7" wide

270a Seven spools of Robinson-Anton Textile
rayon machine embroidery thread, various
colours

262

Vintage/antique Black Forest hand carved
bear motif humidor with inset glass eyes and
attached match holder, 11 1/2" in height,
note damage to foot, see photos

270b Seven spools of Robinson-Anton Textile
rayon machine embroidery thread, various
colours
271

Antique hand painted Nippon dresser tray
with matching lidded dresser jars, powder
box and hair receiver plus hat pin holder

Tray lot of vintage and collectible ladies
compacts including English made Stratton,
Revlon, Parker Pen Wadsworth, mother-ofpearl, Heather Theatrical Rouge etc.

272

Three collectible glass paperweight including
a Joan of Arc and a Simon Bolivar by Franklin
Mint and a signed Waterford crystal weight

Tray lot of hand painted miniature Oriental
masks and figures plus 81 Chinese 2 Jiao
bank notes

273

Selection of African treenware including two
masks, two 7" busts, a pair of fully carved
figures, an elephant and a rhino plus a set of
Partylite Savannah Surprise candleholders
with original packaging

274

Camillus N.Y. U.S.N WWII military knife with
5" blade with USN MK I scabbard marked
Nord-8114/B-M Co.

275

Parker Bowie knife with etched "My Country,
My Steel, Its Protection" engraved on a 6
1/4" blade, stag and engraved silver handle
also marked "Liberty and Union" with
leather scabbard

276

Lee Enfield No.4 MKII bayonet with webbed
scabbard and a Czech CZ 858 WWII bayonet
with leather scabbard

277

Large unmarked custom made Bowie knife
with 10 1/2" blade and etched bears head
pommel, antler handle and leather scabbard

262a Vintage/antique cast metal bear motif
cigarette lighter 5" in height
263

264

265

266

Selection of Wedgwood "Doric" bone china
dinnerware including servings for eight of
dinner plates, luncheon plates, bread and
butter plates, teacups and saucer plus
teapot, oval platter and two small sweet
meat dishes
Large selection of Royal Albert "Sweet
Violets' including nine dinner plates, ten
luncheon plates, eight nappies, thirteen side
plates, nine coffee cups, eight teacups and
saucers, five cereal bowls, four small serving
dishes, two oval and one round open
vegetable dishes, one platter, one gravy boat
and drip tray, teapot and open sugar and
cream

267

Janome Xpression felting machine with foot
controller, tool kit and needles, working at
time of cataloguing

268

Kenmore 3/4 differential feed serger with
instruction booklets, foot controller and a
selection of thread, appears to be working at
time of cataloguing

269

270

Janome Memory 8000 embroidery machine,
appears to be working at time of
cataloguing, includes English DVD and
instruction manual in French
Seven spools of Robinson-Anton Textile
rayon machine embroidery thread, various
colours

277a Large gilt framed bevelled wall mirror, 58" X
40". Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup
Only
278

Hazelwood vintage costume left hand
skinner with stacked leather grips,
aluminium mounts, 5" blade and custom
leather sheath

279

Brunton/Ainsworth pocket transit circa 1940
with original leather belt case

280

Three knives including Canadian WWII
military folding field knife with sheep’s foot
blade, marlin spike and can opener, a
Federal Ammunitions kit knife in the shape

of bullet with mahogany "12 ga." handle and
two blades plus a Eagle Pencil Co. automatic
pencil knife/gravity knife purportedly circa
1910 with 3 3/4" blade
281

282

293

Modern 48" round dining table and four
crossed ladder back dining chairs

294

Two mixed media original artworks including
titled "Spirit Bird" 16" X 20" and a howling
wolf 10" X 8", both signed by artist Ayla
Bovettte

Modern sideboard with two glazed side
displays and lined cutlery drawer by Fubao,
62" wide

295

Tray lot of Indigenous bead crafts including
necklaces, small pouch, penny pouch, small
pin etc.

Modern chest on chest illuminated china
cabinet with bevelled panels, glass shelves
and storage in base, to match lot 294, 76" in
height

296

Shelf lot of vintage enamel ware including
teapot, plates, pots, pans, cups, covered
butter dish etc. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

297

Framed original pastel painting title "Indian
Ghost" by artist Glenda Christoffer, 24" X
20". Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

298

Framed limited edition print titled "Summer
Pasture" 1901/3000 pencil signed by artist
Alan Barnard. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

299

Two limited edition prints including "Sunday
Morning" 4/50 and "Mother's Bath" 62/300
both pencil signed by artist Toti '85

300

Two framed original watercolour paintings
including a family home 14" X 17" and titled
"Maxine" 12" X 18" and both signed by artist
Carlos San Martin

301

Shelf lot of collectibles including flow blue
Royalty plate featuring King Edward VII,
lidded ruby glass dish, eight Grecian style
highball glasses in galley, two Royal Adderley
florals, Canada National charger and six
plates plus two small Canadian National
Railway dishes etc. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

302

Gilt framed watercolour painting of a English
treed garden scene signed by artist E.M.T
and labelled on verson E.M. Towers-Clark
14" X 7"

303

Selection of brass and copper collectibles
including copper teapot and bed warmer
plus a brass kettle and teapot, footed
compote, jardinière and a cast base lamp
with glass font and etched shade marked
British Made

283

Inuit soapstone carving of a loon on a
wooden plinth, base is 12" in length

284

Inuit soapstone carved fish 5 1/2" in height
and two skinning ulus knives with stands

285

Soapstone Inuksuk 8 1/2" in height

285a Semi contemporary Oriental style T back
chair with simulated woven seat and
distressed antiqued look
286

Four panel Oriental wall plaque with lily pad
and mandarin duck motif, each panel is 36" X
12". Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

287

Boxed Ducks Unlimited Canada three piece
Sportsman's Collection of knives by Schrade
Cutlery and a boxed 50 Years of
Conservation 1938-1988 commemorative
folding knife

288

St. Regis Royal Semi porcelain washbasin,
water jug, commode set with small jug and
cup made by Wood & Son, England. Note:
Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

289

Framed limited edition print titled "Float
Plane on the Snye" and pencil signed by
artist Ken North 93, 9/11

290

Large framed limited edition print of three
native people in blankets, pencil signed by
artist Roberts, 78/250. Note: Not Available
For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

291

Modern low design illuminated display
cabinet with single glass shelf and bevelled
front panel, 29" in height

292

Modern low design illuminated display
cabinet with single glass shelf and bevelled
front panel, 29" in height

304

Shelf lot of collectibles including Limoge
lidded casserole and large 20" oval platter,
Belleek plate and matching cup and saucer,
transfer ware pitcher, three matching
teacups and saucers, crystal vase, vintage
crumb pan and brush etc. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

316

Two small Minton china figurines including
"Mimosa, modelled by Eric Own" and
"Dinnie" modelled by R. Bradbury, both
approximately 6 1/2" in height

317

Three pieces of Oriental pottery including 6"
footed dish, hand painted and hand thrown
bowl and a glazed bowl with handle

305

Gilt framed decor mirror, overall dimension
48" X 34". Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

318

306

Gilt framed decor mirror with smoked glass
46" x 33 1/2" overall dimensions

307

Three drawer console table on tall cabriole
supports made by Mount Furniture
Company, North Carolina, 71" wide

Tray lot of vintage collectibles including
boxed Rolls Razor, set of boxed English
Leather pen set, German made clothes brush
with attached zipper leather grooming kit, a
Zippo hand warmer with fuel filler, plus an
Aztec motif money clip, two pairs of gents
cufflinks and a gold filled mechanical pencil

319

Framed stencil print titled "Musk-Ox" and
pencil by Mabel Nigiyok and Lucy Nigiyok, 9
1/2" X 7 1/2"

308

Mid 20th century Regency style dining table
with brass capped feet

309

Twenty five volumes of Time Life Library of
Art hardcover books including American
Painting, Leonardo, Manet etc.

310

Walnut framed, open arm T-back dining
chair and a wooden planter with carved
panel

311

Two antique gilt framed original watercolour
paintings including "Newquay, Cornwall"
artist signed F.T. Widgery 7 1/2" X 11" and
"Lynton, Devon" also artist signed F.T.
Widgery 7 1/2" X 11"

312

Large selection of Royal Doulton
"Monteigne" bone china including settings
for twelve of dinner plates, side plates,
bread and butter, teacups and saucers plus
eight soup bowls, eight fruit nappies, a
lidded serving dish, an open vegetable dish,
a 13" oval platter plus sauce boat with
attached drip tray, cream and lidded sugar
bowl. Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

313

Four collectible glass paperweights including
three with artist signatures

314

Signed Waterford Seahorse scalloped 10"
flower vase

315

Signed Lalique, France "Epis" 6 1/2" flower
vase

319a Selection of Royal Albert Memory Lane bone
china including seven dinner plates, six side
plates, seven bread and butter plates, six
teacups and saucers, teapot, cream and
open sugar on drip tray, a set of shakers plus
four each of cereal bowls and fruit nappies,
two soup bowls, an oval open vegetable
dish, oval platter, a rectangular sandwich
plates, sauce boat with drip tray plus a
lidded butter dish and an extra butter dish
top. Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only
320

Soapstone carving of a sea bird with baby on
wooden plinth 6" in height by Kelly Etidloie,
Cape Dorset Nunavut, appears to have repair
to beak

321

Modern three sided illuminated corner
display cabinet with bevelled glass front
panels and glass shelves 74" in height

322

innovative technology small sized
component stereo system with CD player,
radio, blue tooth wireless stream, working at
time of cataloguing and includes original box

323

In Studio Premo- Micro System blue tooth
enabled stereo system with CD, USB etc.
includes remote control, cable and original
packaging, working at time of cataloguing

324

In Studio Eminent- Micro System stereo with
IPhone connector dock, CD/MP3 Playback,

included remote control and original box,
working at time of cataloguing
324a Royal Doulton Oxford Gray bone china
including settings for eight of dinner plates,
side plates, bread and butter plates plus
cups and saucers. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only
324b Selection of glassware including hobstar
brilliant crystal decanter and six stemmed
glasses, six Luminarc wine glasses, eight
tumblers plus a wooden canteen containing
Oneida stainless flatware with settings for
ten of dinner knives, dinner forks,
salad/dessert forks, table and teaspoons plus
seven serving pieces

334

Vintage gilt framed wall mirror, overall
dimension 28" X 46". Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

335

Semi contemporary illuminated corner
display cabinet with adjustable glass shelves,
72" in height

336

Semi contemporary two door, oak framed
illuminated display cabinet with curved glass
and glass shelves, 76" in height

337

Semi contemporary illuminated display
cabinet with bevelled front panel and two
glass doors on each side and adjustable glass
shelves, 78" in height

338

Artisan made, hand carved bear and cub
both with inset glass eyes and large bear
with inset teeth 8" in length, includes
wooden plinth

325

Two vintage metal Alberta highway signs
each 16" X 12"

326

Two vintage metal signs including corner
street sign and a railway tank car sign

339

Artisan made and signed smoke glass vase 6"
in height and two glass bears

327

1964 Studebaker chrome grill

340

328

Selection of vintage collectibles including
wooden butter churn, two painted cream
cans, a yoke and a large hand saw. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

Two artisan made collectible bears including
4 1/2" carved argillite, 5 1/2" soapstone bear
with original Eskimo art label plus what
appears to be a cast, possible resin bear

341

329

Selection of vintage collectibles including a
painted cream can, two vintage gas cans, a
coal bucket with shovel and a 6' double
handled bucksaw. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

330

Pair of painted cream cans, a galvanized oval
shaped boiler, a galvanized watering can,
vintage metal gas can and two coal shovels.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

Eighteen vintage hand signed Oilers hockey
cards including two Kevin Lowe, Grant Fuhr,
Geoff Smith, Glenn Anderson, Petr Klima, Bill
Ranford, Charlie Huddy, Steve Smith, Ron
Low, Marin Gelinas, Randy Gregg, Chris
Joseph, Craig Muni, Mark Lamb, Anatoli
Semenov and Adam Graves

342

Three military helmets including Canadian
WWI style and two American style, one with
fibreglass liner and webbing

343

Stretcher framed acrylic on canvas rainbow
coloured painting of a nude intialled K.R.P.
by artist and labelled K.Rudiger-Prykylaski on
verso, 30" X 24". Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

344

Two framed acrylic on canvas paintings
including rose floral still-life signed by artist
Yoder 20" X 16" and a large lake and bridge
scene signed by artist H. Berte, 24" X 36".
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

331

Camphor wood two door low chest with
carved Oriental influenced panels 18" in
height

332

Generac 4000XL gas powered generator with
GN-220 7.8 hsp engine, 240 and 120 volt
outputs, appears to have had little or
possibly no use

333

Modern stained glass lamp with cast and
stained glass base, 25" in height. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

345

Birks Regency silver plate 12" salver, Birks
sterling silver baby spoon, sterling napkin
ring and four glass and silver coasters

354

Selection of Royal Albert Val D'or including
four dinner plates, seven bread and butter
plates, four cups and saucers, two nappies,
salt and pepper, small sweet meat dish and a
teapot. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

355

Two tray lots of china collectibles including
eight teacups and saucer; Royal Doulton ,
Paragon etc., Paragon demitasse and saucer,
Paragon "English Flowers" cream and sugar,
Staffordshire style bisque figurine etc. Note:
Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

356

Two sets of cased silver-plate flatware
including International Silver Co. "Silver
Tulip" and WM. Rogers "Devonshire,
approximately 50 pieces per box

345a Vintage electric light up scrolling retail sign
"BARDAHL IS ON THE MOVE ADD IT TO GAS
OIL TRANSMISSION DIFFERENTIAL”
345b Large selection of boxed Christmas and
outdoor flood lights, all appear to be new in
box
345c Two brand new 3D wall mount shadow
boxes including 16" X 20" X 3" and a 16" X
20" X 1 1/2"
345d Antique wood cased fish set with eight each
of fish knives and fork with French ivory
handles
346

Small modern sideboard with two glazed
doors and two doors, 45" wide

347

Small open bookshelf and two faux leather
upholstered side chairs

348

Modern six drawer lingerie chest, 54" high,
made by Ideal Furniture Ltd. Canada

349

Modern six drawer lingerie chest, 54" high
made by Ideal Furniture Ltd. Canada

350

Four piece bedroom suite including seven
drawer mirrored dresser, pair of three
drawer side tables and king sized headboard
made by Ideal Furniture Ltd. Canada

351

Three pieces of Victorian glass including
biscuit barrel, hand enamelled and gilded
cream and sugar, Iris pitcher and a cranberry
to clear ruffled Chalet bowl 10" in diameter

352

Selection of collectible china including Royal
Crown Derby Mikado; three demitasses and
saucers in two styles, two teacups with four
saucers and cream and sugar plus a selection
of Royal Chelsea Golden Rose including two
teacups and saucers, cream, sugar and tray.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

353

Selection of Royal Albert Petit Point
including seven side plates, three graduated
side plates, six cups and saucers, two cream
jugs, one sugar bowl with tray plus a teapot.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

356a F.E. Olds & Co. Ultratone bugle in fitted hard
case with mouthpiece
356b Boosey & Hawkes Ltd. London Bugle serial
no. 296453, circa 1959 in hard case with
mouthpiece
356c Boosie & Co. Ltd. London trumpet serial no.
122573, circa 1925 and marked "Solbron
Registered class A" and inscribed by retailer
"Copeland & Euper, Sale Agents British
Columbia" with mouthpiece, no case
included
357

Selection of sports collectibles including
hockey and baseball cards, collectible stamp,
Toronto Maple Leaf event souvenir
magazine, Oilers pens, Toronto stick-on
emblems etc. plus seventeen vintage coin
albums plus a Nikon Coolpix P510 digital
camera and a Cannon EOS Rebel T3 digital
camera, both with carry cases

358

Three Royal Doulton figurines including
"Autumn Breezes" HN1934, "Olivia" HN3717
and "Thankful" HN3129 plus a Royal Doulton
figurines reference book

359

Boxed Apple TV 1080P streaming device, a
pair of Beats wireless headphones with case
and a pair of Bose wireless head phone, not
tested at time of cataloguing

360

Brand new Hudson's Bay cotton blanket with
original hang tag and a hand made metal
hanging globe

361

Framed watercolour painting titled
"Cotoneaster and Ivy leaves" signed by artist
Caren Heine, 16" X 13"

369

Tray lot of vintage and collectible jewellery
including necklaces, bracelets, earrings,
brooches etc.

362

Two framed original watercolour paintings
including shoreline with birds and a colourful
landscape, both appear unsigned and both
13" X 17 1/2"

370

Selection of vintage dolls including bride
doll, vintage Reliable doll, a rag doll and a
porcelain baby doll in a pram

371

Three 10kt yellow gold rings including ring
set with three gemstone and small accent
diamonds size 6.5, a pear shaped amethyst
gemstone ring set with two small accent
diamonds size 6.5, plus a tested 10kt gold
ring set with genuine pearl ring size 6.25

372

Selection of quality costume jewellery
including gem like necklaces, pendants,
bracelet, brooch and rings, sterling silver
neck chains, Christian Dior etc.

373

Tray lot of collectible rings including three
sterling silver and gemstone set

374

Selection of sterling silver rings including five
sterling rings, two pendants and two neck
chains plus an unmarked silver ring

375

10kt yellow gold ring set with large oval
green gemstone like center stone, size 9.25

376

14kt yellow gold and tanzanite like oval
gemstone size 8.25

377

10kt yellow and white gold ring set with oval
amethyst gemstone and accent diamonds

363

Two framed original watercolour paintings
including a landscape hillside and a beach
scene, both appear unsigned and both 13" X
17 1/2"

364

Two framed original watercolour paintings
including dogwood floral artist signed N.
Armstrong, 12 1/2" X 19" and an unsigned
forest path, 23" X 17". Note: Not Available
For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

365

Two vintage clocks including a Black Forest

365a Tray lot of collectibles including Birks sterling
footed comport, sterling beaded edge dish,
sterling calling card tray, silver-plate teapot,
a silver overlay celery dish and a small glass
footed cake tray
365b Four pieces of Asian collectibles including
10" lacquered baluster vase with wooden
stand, 8" flower and butterfly Cloisonné
vase, 4" Cloisonné lidded ginger jar and a 8
1/2" hand painted antique soft paste vase
365c Shelf lot of collectibles including Oriental
figures, Royal Doulton figurine "Dinky Doo"
HN1678, pair of pewter goblets, large
frosted rose bowl with scalloped edge,
square glass dish with two satellite dishes,
glass serving trays, pinwheel crystal fruit
bowl etc.

377a Vintage fire hydrant. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only
378

Royal Albert Val D'or china with settings for
eight of dinner plates, luncheon plates, side
plates and teacups and saucers. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

Two small antique gilt framed original
watercolour paintings of English landscape
and lake scenes signed by artist I. Granam (?)
and each 4" X 6 1/2"

379

Framed open edition Robert Bateman print
"Dozing Lynx"

380

Chocolate brown two seater reclining
loveseat made by MYHome Furniture

367

Two pieces of Royal Worcester Evesham
including 10" oval lidded casserole and a
coffee pot

381

368

Four collectible glass paperweights including
cased glass, artist signed pieces including
Moon Tan and Red Deer etc.

Shelf lot of collectibles including Wayne
Gretzky and Roots bee stuffed toys, a
selection of vintage comic books and Mad
magazines, hardcover books including Alice
in Wonderland, The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe etc. plus two Royal Stafford
Queen's Silver Jubilee vases with matching

366

vase etc. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only
382

Vintage UMCO tackle box with large
assortment of vintage wood, metal and
plastic lures and hooks, makers including
Heddon, CCBCO, Hex, Lucky Strike, AL & W
etc.

383

Puma No. 6302 Scout knife, circa late 1940's
with green leather sheath with embossed
elk, blade length 4 3/8"

384

Puma Fisherman’s folding scale knife with 3
3/4" Solingen blade no. 922214 ( purportedly
pre-1964) with leather sheath

385

Western USA hunting knife, patent no.
196479 with 5 1/2" blade with leather
sheath

386

387

Two vintage knives including Puma No.
33991 folding knife with 3" blade and a
Puma Keramik hand made lock back folder
no. 233265
Lot of four miniature hunting knives
including a Testa No. 6048 with 3" Solingen
blade and sheath, Sheffield with 3" blade
and sheath, Wm. Rogers, Sheffield 3" blade
with sheath and a Premier Sheffield no.
1079G

387a Vintage diamond motif slag and stained glass
panel in wooden frame, 11" X 50 1/2". Note:
Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
388

389

Twelve collectible Beanie Babies including
Rainbow the chameleon, Nanook the husky,
Legs the frog, Chocolate the moose,
Slowpoke the sloth, Spangle the American
bear, ( with the pink face-Canadian issue),
Pattie the Platypus, Batty the bat, Waves the
whale, Claude the tie-dyed crab and Princess
the purple bear, 1999 holiday teddy
Sixteen collectible Beanie Babies including
Mac the red cardinal, Goochy the tie-dyed
jellyfish, Almond the beige bear, Chipper the
chipmunk, Derby the horse, Nibbler the
rabbit, Strut the rooster, Cheeks the baboon,
Ants the anteater, Liberty the bear,
Eucalyptus the Koala, Erin the bear, Curly the
brown bear, Spangle the American bear,
Groovy the tie-dyed bear, and 2K the bear,

390

Sixteen collectible Beanie Babies including
Ewey the lamb, Blizzard the white tiger,
Stripes the dark tiger, Sly the fox, Gobbles
the turkey, Happy the hippo, Scoop the
pelican, Strut the rooster, Stilts the stork,
Osito the Mexican bear, Derby the horse,
Roary the lion, Mystic the unicorn, Bernie
the St. Bernard, Bucky the beaver and
Scottie the black terrier

391

Tray lot of collectibles including end of day
glass pitcher with appliquéd colourless
handle 5" in height, cased glass perfume
bottle, footed glass vase, three pieces of
Irish pottery including shakers and coddler
etc.

392

Eleven die cast model toy banks including
Eatons Van, Napa Auto Parts, two Craftsman
trucks and John Deere etc.

393

Eleven die cast model toy banks including
Eatons, Napa, Texaco, John Deere,
International, Shell Canada and Royalite

394

Eight hardcover needlework books, An
American Sampler, Cross Stitch Samplers,
Victorian Needlepoint, Fruits of the Earth:
flowers and fruit in needlepoint, Victorian
Designs for Needlepoint, Antique Flowers in
Needlepoint etc.

395

Five bundles of batting including fiberfill, and
five bundles of wool batting

395a Eight boxed Canadian silver dollars including
1973, 1974, 1975, 2 X 1976, 1977, 1978 and
1979
395b Seven boxed Canadian silver dollars
including 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984,
1986 and 1987
395c Seven boxed Canadian silver dollar coins
including 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992,
1993 and 1994
396

Three teak and aluminium framed rolling
two tiered tables on castors

397

Two Danish teak and tile top nesting tables

398

Selection of vintage blue willow including
seven divided plates and two oval platters.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

399

Two antique flower vase with British
hallmarked sterling silver collars 9 1/2" in
height and a pair of sterling candlesticks

400

Antique semi porcelain cobalt blue double
handled vase with cameo featuring Elizabeth
Louise Vigee Le Brun ( Painter of Marie
Antoinette) and her daughter plus gilt
highlights and scalloped edge on a cameo
base, overall height of vase and base 17
1/2", note has been damaged and repaired,
see photos

401

Hand painted Oriental cylinder vase 11 1/2"
in height, Mason's lidded ginger jar and a
hand painted small Oriental baluster vase

402

Antique Wedgwood Jasperware biscuit
barrel

403

Hand painted monkey motif lidded tobacco
jar, 6" in height

404

Thirteen collectible Beanie Babies including
Spangle, Osito the Mexican Bear, Hippie the
Tie-dye Bunny, Swirly the Snail, Halo the
Angel Bear, Iggy the Iguana, Spinner the
Spider, Fortune the Panda, Eucalyptus the
Koala, B.B. the birthday bear, Weenie the
Dachshund, Prickles the hedgehog, Lips the
fish, Honks the goose, Tip Toe the mouse,
Snip the Siamese cat and Tiny the Chihuahua

405

Sixteen collectible Beanie Babies including
Halo the angel bear, Germania the German
bear, Floppity the Lilac bunny, Valentina the
bear, Stilts the stork, Slowpoke the sloth,
Derby the horse, Hoppity the rose bunny,
Eggbert the baby chick, Gobbler the turkey,
Millennium the bear, Silver the grey tabby,
Stripes the tiger, Paul the walrus, Lucky the
lady bug and Stretch the ostrich

406

Four collectible glass paperweights including
cased glass pieces, glow in the dark etc., two
with artist signatures

407

Selection of vintage and antique china
collectibles including rose motif Limoges
cocoa pot with hand enamelled gilt
decoration and hand painted and artist
signed pieces including a 12" charger, a 10"
tulip motif plate, a set of shakers, a creamer,
a double handled plate plus a plate with

basket handle and a selection of unsigned
hand painted pieces plus a 12" fluted oval
dish and a lidded pink china keep etc. Note:
Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
408

Three collectible millefiori glass
paperweights

409

Antique Victorian mahogany double pedestal
server with simple galley, 45" wide

410

Antique triple panel bevelled and swinging
large vanity mirror, overall dimension 35"
high and 44" wide

411

Shelf lot of vintage tins including Christie's
crackers, Player's tobacco tins, biscuit tins
etc. plus a vintage box camera with flash etc.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

412

Antique Victorian 14kt yellow gold brooch/
pendant set with amethyst and seed pearl
and a 14kt gold necklace 20" in length

413

Vintage 10kt yellow gold twisted rope neck
chain 24" in length and a pair of 10kt yellow
gold earrings

414

Vintage Bulova 17 jewel tank style wrist
watch with second sweep in 10kt gold filled
six sided case with raised center crystal, circa
1950, working at time of cataloguing

415

Two hand carved soapstone bears including
"Look Ma...No Hands" signed by artist V. Bird
5 1/2" in height and a small squatted bear
marked " Happy Mother's Day" 2 1/4" in
height

416

Selection of crafting supplies including
cotton fabrics, elastic, spools of Velcro, Daisy
Kingdom doll, outdoor awning canvas, Bliss
Portable fabric splitter etc. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

417

Two gallon Medalta stoneware crock with a
large assortment of wooden kitchen utensils
including spoons, mallets, rolling pins etc.

418

Two shelf lots of collectibles including
vintage colourless oil lamps, tin lunch box,
boxed silverware, Royal Albert Val D'or gravy
boat with drip tray, vintage wood and glass
washboard etc. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

419

Selection of quilt making templates, quilt
books, quilt stretcher frames etc.

420

Turned wooden table lamp with copper like
accents and leaded and slag glass tulip
shade, 31" high to top of finial. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

421

422

423

424

Sixteen collectible Beanie Babies including
Schweetheart the orangutan, Fleece the
lamb, Ostio the Mexican bear, 2k the bear,
The End black bear, B.B. the birthday bear,
Pugsley the pig, Rover the red dog, Knuckles
the pig, Valentina the bear, Erin the bear,
Peace the USA tie-dyed bear, Iggy the
Iguana, Maple the Canadian teddy, Prance
the tabby cat, and Pounce the brown cat
Sixteen collectible Beanie Babies including
Ringo the racoon, Wrinkles the bulldog,
Lucky the lady bug, Waddle the penguin,
Eggbert the baby chick, Tuffy the terrier,
Nuts the squirrel, Curly the brown bear,
Seaweed the otter, Floppity the lilac bunny,
Fleece the lamb, Speedy the turtle, Peace
the tie-dyed bear, Nibbly the rabbit, Fleece
the lamb and Flutter the butterfly
Sixteen collectible Beanie Babies including
Spangle the American bear, Gobbles the
turkey, Legs the frog, Batty the tie-dyed bat,
Freckles the leopard, Knuckles the pig,
Wallace the bear, The End the black bear,
Derby the horse, Bernie the St. Bernard, Jolly
the walrus, Eggbert the baby chic, Dotty the
Dalmatian, Waddle the penguin, Princess the
purple Diana bear and Ears the bunny
Distortion 157 snowboard by Lamar with
Lamar bindings and size 8 boots in Mole
carrying bag

425

Selection of packaged toys including TMNT
Casey Jones, Marvel villains including Hulk,
Dr. Octopus and Green Goblin, Locke from
Lost etc.

426

Selection of Coca-Cola collectibles including
reproduction trays, canned stuffed toys,
boxed die cast cars etc.

427

Selection of sports cards including three
Beckett graded cards, a Dave Poulin with an
error cut etc.

428

Selection of boxed pens and pencils
including Cross, Monte Blanc replica,
Sheaffer, two space pens plus a Westclox
pocket watch, working at time of cataloguing

429

A selection of Pez dispensers and candy,
some in original packaging, Spiderman, Star
Wars, Cars etc.

430

Selection of boxed NHL figures including
Jager and Richter by Irwin, Gretzky and
Smyth bobble heads and five miniatures
including Gretzky etc.

431

Tray lot of Pierce-Arrow collectibles
including tin sign, hardcover Pierce-Arrow
1937 reproduction sales catalogue,
Authorized maintenance equipment guide
The Domain of the Pierce-Arrow
Yosemite1937 sales catalogue, operation
guide etc.

432

Tray lot of Pierce Arrow ephemera including
posters and magazine advertisements

433

Tray lot of vintage ephemera including
Sweeney Automotive and Tractor School
magazine, 1947 Automotive Digest Flat Rate
Manual, Muslim British America A.P.A.C.
banner, 1963 Popular Mechanics magazine,
Stearns "The Ultimate Car' advertising book,
Vauxhall and Oldsmobile books and
ephemera etc.

434

Tray lot of vintage car ephemera including
framed Pierce Arrow advertisements, Pierce
Arrow framed stock certificate, framed
Texaco oil truck photograph plus Studebaker
and Lincoln Zephyr V-12 framed mirrored
glass pictures

434a Selection of vintage toys including boxed Old
West Covered wagon battery operated toy,
Karen Magnussen doll by Regal Toys, a
Farmyard 14pc. tea set and a Julie in her
Wagon doll set by Gigo Toy etc.
434b Selection of vintage collectibles including
woven sewing basket, Lady Schick
Consolette hair dryer, Tunstall ironstone
commode, framed gold embroidery picture
of the Last Supper

435

Inuit soapstone carving of a hunter in a
kayak with small carved walrus on stone
base 9 1/2", no artist signatures seen

445

Three porcelain figurines including Soiree
HN2312, Fragrance HN2334 and Royal
Worcester Poppy

436

Two framed Songs of the North prints by
artist Richard De Wolfe 12" X 13 1/2' each,
overall dimensions

446

437

Two vintage birch bark and quill
embroidered lidded baskets, a framed bead
work floral and a porcupine quill
embroidered floral framed picture

Three porcelain figurines including Royal
Doulton Sara HN2265, Royal Doulton
Simone HN2378 and Royal Worcester
Sincerity

447

Two Royal Doulton figurines including
Isadora HN2938 and Victoria HN2471

448

Two boxed Royal Doulton figurines including
Victoria HN4623 and smaller figurine Vicki
HN4774

449

Selection of gold and white "Holiday Joy"
dinnerware with settings for four of dinner
plates, side plates, soup bowls, cups, saucers
and teapot plus four pink and frosted fruit
nappies. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

450

Royal Albert "Old Country Roses" china
dinnerware with settings for six including
dinner plates, side plates, bread and butter
plates and coffee mugs plus a matching
porcelain floral and a letter opener. Note:
Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

451

Sasaki handcrafted crystal vase 11 1/2" in
height and a heavy cased rosebud motif vase

452

Tray lot of collectibles including 10"
Cloisonné vase, two cloisonné lidded jars,
two small miniature vaes plus a pair of blue
and white eggs etc.

453

Three small statues including white porcelain
woman with sheath of wheat 12" in height
plus two white parian style figures including
woman reading and woman riding a lioness
14" in height, note distress to one toe, see
photos

438

New artist kit including paints, pencils,
crayons etc.

438a Antique quarter cut oak three seat sofa with
removable cushions, missing back panels
439

Selection 44 vintage Hardy Boys hardcover
books including volumes 1-31, 34, 37-40, 43,
46-48, 50, 51 and 54

440

Vintage woven wicker picnic basket with
settings for four of luncheon plates, cups and
saucers and beakers plus flatware and bottle
opener plus salt and pepper, includes two
sandwich boxes, two sauce bottles and two
condiments jars, made by Coracle in England
circa 1950's. Note now manufactured for
Harrods

441

442

443

444

Shelf lot of collectible Lenox bisque figurines
including Black Bear, Elephants, White Tail
Deer, Grey Wolf Pup, Cockatoo and Love's
Promise Doves etc. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Selection of collectible decor items including
14" Sandicast dog, two small Sandicast
animals, an artist signed metal and porcelain
floral sculpture, woven glazed porcelain
baskets, heavy cast gilt figure, set of three
crouching cats, tall Raku style flower vase,
cobalt glass vase etc. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Selection of porcelain collectibles including
Dresden and Dresden like figures, porcelain
florals etc. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only
Beswick glazed porcelain Palomino model No
1549, 7 1/4" in height and a small foal

453a Selection of vintage linens including
tablecloths, doilies, napkins, pillow shams,
vintage collar and cuffs and four white
pillows including embroidered cotton etc.
453b Four framed artworks including original
watercolour floral signed by artist, 8" X 11",
gilt framed dried rose collage, and two
botanical prints
453c Selection of decor items including painted
pine end table, 24" X 76" fringed wool carpet

runner, a rust coloured scatter rug 30" X 48"
and a framed print titled "Pioneer Inn,
Harbour and Courthouse, Lahaina, Maui"
454

14kt yellow gold 18" neck chain with triple
circle gold pendant set with genuine
diamonds

455

Two genuine pearl necklaces including 18"
beaded and a 17"

456

Lapis Lazuli beaded necklace and pendant
and a pearl necklace with hammered heart
and crystal beads

457

Two vintage ivory necklaces including 20"
with carved cameo style pendant and 16"
beaded necklace. Canadian buyers only
please

457a Two vintage ivory necklaces including 30"
with hanging carved petals and a 39".
Canadian buyers only please
458

Three collectible glass paperweights
including Caithness, artist signed Chris M.
Clarke and an unsigned

459

Royal Doulton Flambé lidded ginger jar with
church scene, 5 1/4" in height numbered
8378

460

Four collectible glass paperweights including
two artist signed, a crystal weight and a
pyramid

461

Shelf lot of collectibles including candle
holders vintage sealers, boxed flatware,
vintage Noma Christmas bubble light set,
cloisonné etc.

461a Vintage John Deere Model D fly wheel
462

463

Twenty four LPs including The Doors, The
Tubes, Foghat, Keith Richards, Aerosmith,
Splint Enz, ZZ Top, The Kinks, Rick
Springfield, Loverboy, Van Morrison,
Meatloaf- Bat Out of Hell etc. all in used
condition
Twenty four LPs including Queen-Jazz,
Foghat, The Lumineers, Rocktober '83,
Fleetwood Mac-Rumors, Kinks-Low Budget,
Lana Delray, Sound track to weird science,
Monks-Bad Habits, Eric Clapton-Slow Hand
etc. all in used condition

464

Twenty four LPS including Pink Floyd The
Wall, complete with original posters,
Ambrosia, Supertramp, Billy Joel, Woodstock
triple album set, AC/DC- Flick of the Switch,
Bob Marley, George Thorogood, Rick James
etc., all in used condition, some appear to be
only lightly used

465

Twenty four LPs including REO SpeedwagonYou can tune a piano but you can't tune a
fish, Aerosmith, Tom Petty, Sound track to
Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome with poster,
Huey Lewis & the News, Boby Dylans, The
Kings- You are here, Mott the Hoople, Simon
and Garfunkel etc. all in used condition

466

Twenty four LPs including Kiss Alive, Rolling
Stones-Big hits, Split Enz, Rush- Moving
Pictures, Rush, Supertramp, Rough Trade, ZZ
Top etc., all in used condition

467

Seven boxed hockey action figures including
Jerome Jager and Domic Hasek by Hasbro,
Mario Lemieux by Starting Line-Up and four
Playmates including Jager, Bourque, Sakic
and Sundin

467a Small six drawer painted dresser
468

Eleven packaged McFarlane Toys hockey
action figures including Patrick Roy, Domick
Hasek, Frank Mahovlich, Wayne Gretzky and
a Heritage Classic Smith and Theodore dual
pack etc.

469

Ten factory sealed hockey action figures
including Wayne Gretzky, Tie Domi, Curtis
Joseph, Brian Boucher, Steve Yzeram etc.

470

Seven packaged sports figures including
wrestling and UFC; three Rumble Heads, Kirk
Angle, The Rock and Chris Jericho plus UFC's
Gray "The Bully" Maynard, Georges "Rush"
St. Pierre etc.

470a Selection of hockey collectibles including
boxed Dominic Hasek, Jaromi Jager by
Hasbro, A Mario Lemieux pewter figure plus
other factory packaged figures, mini banners
including Messier, Campbell Conference,
Smyth Division etc.
471

100% Iranian Mashad wool area carpet with
floral medallion and overall floral design, red

background, multiple borders, highlights of
green, blues, orange etc. 77" X 114"
472

473

487

100% Iranian Nafaf Abad wool area carpet
with floral medallion, overall floral design,
double borders, brick red background and
highlights of blue, cream, sage etc. 82" X
125"

Shop Vac brand Ultra 10 gallon vacuum and
accessories and a Mastercraft folding mitre
saw stand plus a Karcher pressure washer,
working but wands leaks like a sieve

488

Sears Craftman 12" band saw/sander and
stand

489

Large 100% Iranian wool area carpet with
center medallion, overall floral design, red
background and highlights of blues, greens,
cream etc. 94" X 132"

House of Tools dust collector model # DC002A

490

Ridgid radial arm saw on stand

474

Vintage/antique gilt framed watercolour
painting of a Dutch canal scene and signed
by artist C.M. Williams 12" X 16"

475

Framed limited edition print of sail boats,
pencil signed by artist 57/350 plus two
framed collectible tall ship motif plates by
Charles Vickery

476

Framed original watercolour painting
labelled on verso "Speed Skates" and signed
by artist Mel Heath '74, 17" X 21". Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

477

Vintage oak framed print of child labour at
the spinning wheel

478

Framed limited edition print of an eagle and
spirit tree 315/500 pencil signed by artist
Roy Salopree

479

Framed watercolour painting of a desert
scene signed by artist Miriam Bowman 14" X
18"

480

Framed watercolour painting titled on verso
"Ready for Spring" and signed by artist (T.
Brian) Campbell-Hope

481

Yardworks 24" snow blower

482

Ridgid 13" thickness planer and stand, tested
and working

483

Rockwell Beaver 36" wood lathe and stand,
plus a box of lathe tools, motor tested and
running

484

Jet 13R drill press, tested and working

485

Solid craft 5 speed, 13mm drill press

486

Sears Craftman 2hp, 17 gallon air
compressor, tested and working includes
new hose and attachments

490a Four Canadian cased specimen sets including
1988, 1989, 1990 and 1991 plus two
Canadian cased double penny specimen sets
including 1974 and 1975
490b Six cased Canadian silver dollar coins
including 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987 and
1989 plus a 1987 first year of the loonie
proof coin and a 2005 boxed special edition
fine silver 99.99% 25.175 gram $5 proof coin
celebrating 100 years of Alberta Pride and
Optimism ( 1905-2005)
490c Selection of boxed Canadian coins including
cased 1935-1985 sterling silver Jacques
Cartier dollar coin, 1998 sterling silver 50
cent piece ski racer/ski jumping
championship coin, 1774-1999 Sighting of
the Queen Charlotte Islands commemorative
sterling silver dollar, a 2000 Voyage of
Discovery Canadian dollar, a 2001 50th
Anniversary of the National Ballet of Canada
commemorative coins, a 2002 Queens
Golden Jubilee commemorative dollar coin,
a 2003 uncirculated dollar coin and a 1983
Universiade token
491

Small chiming gingerbread clock with
lithographed glass depicting odd collection
of gryphon, houseplant and owl, working at
time of cataloguing. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

492

Pair of maple twin beds/bunk beds

493

Maple lamp/side table combination, a wall
mount plate rack 24" wide and a child sized
wicker garden chair. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

494

Victorian flame mahogany sideboard with
carved scroll columns, raised panel doors

and attached carved nut and berry
decoration on backboard 94" wide

by James McKercher Waddell and These Are
the Prairies by Sackery MaCaulay Hamilton
and Marie Albina Hamilton plus seven
Calgary Stampede posters dating 1978-1993

494a Antique French late 19th century gilt wood
chair with original silk upholstery
495

Nine full and partial cones of knitting
machine/ hand knitting yarn including full
Barbie Pink, Newry Rose 427, Yeoman Yarns
Juniper, Magenta 2/12, Orlon Raspberry
2/16, Astra Pearla lavender, pale peach,
Yeoman Poodle Cerise and partial cone of
arctic white

496

Eleven full and partial cones of knitting
machine/ hand knitting yarn including two
full Spindlecraft Shebert 54, Schaffhauser
Jeunesse pink P8221 and Jeunesse lilac
P2881 and Jeunesse strawberry P8948, Tam
red and purple tweed, three full cones of
Paris 100% cotton in a peach colour pluse
Kry Lady Galt 361 in white

497

Three art pottery vases including dragon fly
motif 5 1/2" signed DNG, a tapered glazed
vase intitial J Q, and a painted quail motif
with artist signature

498

Six china cups and saucers including Shelley
Hibiscus, Paragon and Aynsley. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

499

Six china cups and saucers including Royal
Vale, Coalport, Rosslyn etc.

500

Seven china cups and saucers including Royal
Albert, Royal Adderley, Hammersley etc.

501

Framed original watercolour painting of a
shore line camp near the mountain signed by
artist W.T. Woods, 10" X 13"

502

Framed oil on canvas painting of a logging
camp signed artist H.H. Leeming 1940, 26" X
36". Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

503

Collection of Canadian prairie provinces
ephemera including a 1914 Hudson's Bay
map, 1905 Souvenir Calgary, Alberta
photograph booklet, Ox-Trails to Highways;
Yorkton Pioneers dated 1955, four
Saskatchewan and Manitoba postcards,
1905 Saskatoon Souvenir book, Lake of the
Prairies paper back book, hard cover books:
Dominion City Facts, Fiction and Hyperbole

504

Selection of British Columbia ephemera
including 1905 Vancouver Souvenir
photograph album, 1904 Victoria B.C.
Souvenir album, 1897 Kamloops Mining
camp book, first edition featuring black and
white illustration and two fold out maps, and
a British Columbia Packers Imperial plant
souvenir booklet

505

Framed Bow Valley hand coloured
photograph, a Vermillion, AB souvenir album
with hand painted leather cover and a Rocky
Mountain album with twenty one hand
coloured photograuvers prints of The
Canadian Rocky Mountains by photographer
Van Dyck plus an original 1902 photographic
cabinet card, an antique photographic card
labelled S.A. Smyth, Calgary, N.W.T. , a 1917
"Description and Guide to Jasper Park", a
hardcover book titled "Petrigo's Calgary, and
a hardcover copy of "The Crazy Canucks"
about the Canadian ski team circa 1982

506

Portfolio containing six Fredric Remington
prints of cowboys and Indians on horse back
plus two Winchester calendars including
1971 and 1973, a limited edition unframed
print titled "Sitting Pretty" and pencil signed
by artist Joyce Bridgett 352/500, unframed
limited edition print titled "Rainbow Rising"
pencil signed by artist Dennis Budgen
73/700, plus two untitled prints including a
grouse 500/500 and a raven 318/500, both
pencil signed by artist George McLean, three
open edition print by David P. Harrison
including "Spring Flight", "Oh-Canada"and"
Racoon Country" and four coloured prints,
possibly from a larger album/book plus a
C.W. Jefferys print of an etching of a
voyageur. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

506a Antique low back vanity bench with carved
ball and claw front supports and red velvet
brocade fabric

507

508

509

510

Selection of foreign coins and bank notes
including Costa Rica, Indonesia, Philippians
etc., two 29 cent Elvis stamps, 1999/2000
Stamp and coin set etc.

518

Japanese cast iron teapot with tea diffuser
and cast iron warmer

519

Japanese red cast iron teapot decorated in
Japanese characters

Selection of children's books including
several "A Little Golden Book", several Walt
Disney comic digests, selection of "A Little
Big Books" etc. plus a Tyco Tickle Me Elmo in
original packaging

520

Two framed prints including black and red
chalk drawing of a figure in Rococo dress and
a Rubenesque sanguine nude

521

Three porcelain figurines including Franklin
Porcelain "Charlotte" 7 1/2" in height, a
Nadal little girl with teddy and a hand
painted Hungarian porcelain figure

522

Selection of hockey cards including two
binders with assorted ages, teams and
players and a small box with two sealed tins;
O-Pee-Chee and Pinnacle plus a selection of
loose cards

523

Selection of trading cards including one
binder with Harley Davidson cards, one
binder with DC Comics cards and two sheets
miscellaneous

524

Eleven packaged sports figures including
Brent Favre, Terrell Owens, three MBA dual
packs, Tiger Woods etc.

525

Selection of sports trading cards including
two large binders with predominantly
football, basketball and baseball and two
smaller albums of similar content

526

Three hand painted Oriental plates including
Imari with dog 8 1/2", floral motif with gilt
decoration and famille rose figural plate with
gilt detailing and famille rose figural court
scene 8 1/4"

Selection of vintage toys including Kleen Klay
modeling clay, Talking Viewmaster stereo
view in original tube package with four
record/ view discs including Rudolph the Red
Nose Reindeer, Popeye, The 6 Million dollar
man and Woody Woodpecker, plus pick up
stix, Yatzee, factory packaged American
plastic bricks and addition Viewmaster and
slides
Selection of mostly new in package toys
including for the guys silly putty, Stink
blasters, Fume Man with sensor function etc.
and for the lasses; Trollz, Gwen Stefani doll,
Littlest Pet Shop, Monster High dolls etc.

511

Shelf lot of collectibles including Akai reel to
reel tape recorder, selection of tapes plus an
antique convex oval glass and wood picture
frame and a cuckoo clock

512

Set of six antique Chippendale dining chairs
with fret work back and upholstered seats
including four side chairs and two carvers,
needs some tlc

513

Two vintage copper sauce pans including 7"
diameter and 8 1/4" diameter plus a small
wood and glass "Pearl Canadian
Woodenware" washboard

527

Three collectible glass paperweights
including two artist signed plus and a bird
motif reverse painted glass ball with
wooden stand

Selection of Meissen blue and white china
including two basket weave plates, 9 1/2" in
diameter, a basket weave dish ( note
hairline) plus a leaf shaped dish

528

Two small original watercolour paintings
including titled on verso "Mt. Rundle, Banff,
Alberta" and "Kootenay River, Kootenay
National Park British Columbia" signed by
artist George C. Hogg and both 4" X 6"

529

Selection of antique Chinese export semi
porcelain dishes including six chamfered
dinner plates 9 1/4" in diameter; four
purportedly with Grote family crest and two
with Grote family coat of arms plus eight

514

515

Three artist made "Rock Rattles" from the
Caracol Clay Studios by artist Janet Grabner

516

Three collectible glass paperweights, all
appear unsigned

517

Vintage leather and leopard skin purse and
wallet

antique soup bowls with Grote family crest
all purportedly dating to the early 1800 and
all have some distressing and repairs. Note:
Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
530

100% Iranian Baloch wool area carpet with
triple medallion, red and blue background,
multiple border and highlights of grey, cream
etc. 52" X 90"

530a Framed original coloured pen drawing of
birds signed by artist Lawrence Beaulieu
2006, 30" X 22" plus a framed possibly
exhibition poster in Kobe Japan, pen signed
by artist Ted Harrison '87. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
530b Four framed native paintings including two
Navajo sand paintings, one titled
"Thunderbird" 12" X 12" plus titled
"Sunburst" 6" X 12" both by artist Begay.
Two original oil paintings on massonite
including "Home Spirit 1994" and "Warriors
Dream 1994" and both signed by artist
Henry Letendre and both 20" X 16"

541

10kt yellow gold ring set with marquise cut
and baguette amethyst gemstones, size 9.75

542

18ct white gold ring set with oval gemstone,
size 5.5, note: opal appears to have fisher on
underside of stone visible with magnification

543

Selection of collectible jewellery including
10kt single rose pendant, rose earrings,
brooches, two gemstone set rings sterling
silver and rose gold vermeil necklace and a
pair of mother-of pearl earrings

544

Twelve Royal Copenhagen collectible plates
including four made exclusively for Reed
China and featuring Edmonton's historical
buildings. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

545

Unframed acrylic on massonite titled
"Irrigation Ditch" and signed by artist Crane
Thomas '77, 16" X 20", a folio containing six
Grandma Moses prints plus six Canadian
prints of buildings

546

Selection of antique and vintage collectibles
including a wall mount enamel Sanitary
Ware jug with hose, Red Cross pouch, pair of
antique pince-nez glasses, Gillette razor with
extra blades in French ivory box, French
ivory tape measures and pin box, selection
of vintage hair nets, packaged bandages and
a pair of ladies opera length black gloves

547

Glazed ceramic frog 10 1/2" in length,
antique drippings container and a miniature
greenhouse style terrarium

531

Pair of modern particle board, six tier
shelving units, 76" in height

532

Modern pine welsh dresser made in Canada
by House of Brougham

533

Pair of French provincial style walnut single
drawer side tables

534

Free standing fire pit with stone hearth and
spark guard

535

Antique all metal steamer trunk, missing one
latch

548

536

Quality rolling office chair with ox blood red
upholstery

Antique bakers table with white crackle
paint base and lacquered top, 29" X 54"

549

537

Delicate English made 9ct yellow gold carved
cameo brooch/pendant, marked with British
hallmarks

Plank with a selection of barbed wire
samples, a wall mount cast metal bell and a
yellow crackled glass oil lamp with shade

550

Selection of black Fenton glass including 9"
hand painted thumbnail print vase with
handkerchief edge signed by artist J.
Chapman, pair of candlestick and a six candle
flower bowl

551

27" millstone

552

Snap-On Inch pound torque wrench in case
plus a slide hammer and a polisher

538

Birks sterling silver articulating butterfly
brooch with delicate filigree wing

539

Selection of lapis jewellery including
pendant, necklace, beaded lapis and wire
necklace, sterling silver ring and a blue lapis
like enamelled ring

540

10kt white gold ring set with center genuine
yellow diamond gemstone, size 7.5

553

Tray lot of specialty clamps including joint
clamps, C clamps and vise clamps plus a
Staedler Mars Quickbow calliper set and
magnetic protractor

554

Tray lot of bar clamps, bench clamps and
squeeze clamp

555

Selection of squeeze and bar clamps

556

Selection of squeeze and bar clamps

557

Eight assorted bar clamps 2 1/2'-5'

558

Three hand tools including double handled
42" buck saw, a splitting maul and a 40" pry
bar

559

Six foot Featherlite stepladder and a ten
foot- eighteen foot extension ladder

from January 1978-December 1984. Note:
Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
569

Selection of approximately seventy one
copies of Heavy Metal magazine ranging
from January 1985-November 1999 plus a
couple of Special Editions. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

570

Selection of approximately ninety Heavy
Metal magazines ranging from November
2000-March 2011 plus some Special Editions.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

571

Sixteen collectible Beanie Babies including
Wrinkles the bulldog, Snort the bull, Brun
the bull terrier, Pinky the flamingo, Puffer
the puffin, Seaweed the Otter, Spinner the
otter, Bones the dog, Knuckles the pig,
Honks the goose, Sly the fox, Squealer the
pig, Bones the dog, Flutter the butterfly and
Hippie the tie-dyed bunny

572

Sixteen collectible Beanie Babies including
Scorch the dragon, Zip the black cat, Pouch
the Kangaroo, Schweetheart the orangutan,
Spunky the cocker spaniel, Eucalyptus the
Koala, Almond the beige bear, Fetch the
golden retriever, Mel the Koala, Erin the
bear, Fortune the panda, Millenium the
bear, Rainbow the chameleon, Blackie the
circus bear, Peace the tie-dyed bear
(Canada) and Chip the calico cat

573

Sixteen collectible Beanie Babies including
Derby the horse, Hippie the tie-dyed bunny,
Fortune the panda, Amber the gold tabby,
Echo the dolphin, Strut the rooster, B.B the
birthday bear, 2000 signature bear, Groovy
the tie-dyed bear, Bruno the bull terrier, Scat
the cat, Groovy the tie-dyed bear, Ty 2k
bear, Knuckles the pig, Princess the purple
Diana bear and Flitter the butterfly

574

Sixteen collectible Beanie Babies including
Millennium the bear, Peace the tie-dyed
bear ( Canada), Erin the bear, Strut the
rooster, Iggy the Iguana, Scaly the lizard,
Stinky the skunk, Baldy the eagle, Mel the
Koala, Lucky the ladybug, Maple the
Canadian teddy, Spunky the dog, Curly the

559a Poulan Pro 625EX FWD self propelled gas
mower, working at time of cataloguing
560

Power Fist wide load hand cart

561

Seven copies of Marvel Comics Secret Wars
and each one is marked as a variant, not
confirmed by auction

562

Selection of approximately one hundred
comic books including Veronica, Bad Rock &
Company, Generation Next, Ironman etc.
plus nineteen copies of Archie and related
digests

563

Selection of approximately one hundred and
seventeen comic books including Battlestar
Galatica, Turok, Thunder Cats, Deathmate,
Dark Tower etc.

564

Selection of approximately forty three comic
books including Daredevil, Transformers,
Batman, Red Sonja etc.

565

Selection of approximately forty three comic
books including Spiderman, Wolverine, XMen, Starjammers etc.

566

Selection of approximately one hundred and
nine comic books mostly Archie plus Archie
spin-offs including Betty and Veronica etc.

567

Selection of collectible comic books including
Epic, Avengers, Marvel, TMNT, Donald Duck
etc. Approximately 100 comic books

568

Selection of approximately seventy four
copies of Heavy Metal magazine ranging

brown bear, Erin the bear, Ty 2k the bear
and Fortune the panda
575

576

Sixteen collectible Beanie Babies including
Pecan the gold bear, Lips the fish, Spike the
rhinoceros, Nanook the husky, Spangle the
pink faced American bear (Canadian issue),
Princess the princess Diana bear, Peace the
tie-dyed bear, Daisy the white cow, Sly the
fox, Millennium the bear, Erin the bear,
Wiser the owl, Honks the goose, Waddles
the penguin, Patti the Platypus and B.B. the
birthday bear
Large selection of new in package
McDonald's collectible toys including Ty
miniature Beanie babies from 1998, 1999
and 2000 plus Star wars toys, Kungfu Panda,
Angry birds, Madame Alexander dolls etc.

576a Shelf lot of collectible decor items including
two small jade trees, wrought iron
candleholders, glass candleholders, small
clock, candles etc.
576b Two French Provincial drum tables each 24"
in diameter

and earring sets, rings, watches with
matching bracelets etc.
583

Tray lot of collectible quality costume
jewellery including Swarovski necklaces, a
pair of 10 kt yellow gold earrings, watches
and necklaces plus a small crystal dresser jar

584

Tray lot of collectible quality costume
jewellery including Elizabeth Taylor
diamante style watch, Fifth Avenue necklace
and earrings, diamante bracelets, brooches
and earrings etc.

585

Shelf lot of animal collectibles including
Charming Tails mice, Peak time collection
animals, plus a Faberge style egg and a
teapot night light. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

586

Shelf lot of collectible ginger jars including
Satsuma style, hand painted floral jars, a
lidded dresser box, wooden cat and a hand
enamelled cat figurine. Note: Not Available
For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

587

Royal Worcester "Royal Garden" bone china
dinnerware including settings for eight of
dinner plates, side plates, bread and butter
plates, bouillon bowls with drip trays,
teapot, cream and lidded sugar, cups,
saucers and demitasse cups and saucers.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

588

Framed limited edition print "Court of
Appeals..." pencil signed by artist Will Bullas
106/850

589

Stihl brand MS271 16" chainsaw and a 5
litre. Fuel tank, tested and working

590

Selection of road safety equipment including
two model 1005 warning triangle flare kits,
four safety cones and two first aid kits

591

Three collectible glass paperweights
including Caithness, one artist signed V.
Wilson and one marked C G

592

Six collectible paperweights including two
acrylic maple leaf themed, a Buffy Robinson
batik painted glass disc, gold fish on glass
rock etc.

593

Three figurines including Royal Doulton
"Paisley Shawl" HN1988, Paragon "Ursula"

576c Antique silver plate cruet set, includes six
glass bottles plus a boxed antler handle
carving set by J.A. Henckels, Germany
577

Twelve china cups and saucers including
Paragon, Royal Adderley, Royal Albert,
Colclough, Queen Anne etc.

578

Tray lot of approximately twenty five new in
package Hot Wheels including Connectible
Super Stoker, Batmobile, '64 Impala, Baha
Beetle, Chevy Pro stock truck etc.

579

580

Tray lot of approximately twenty five new in
package Hot Wheels including Scrapheads
5/5, Autonomicals 3/5, Hammered Coupe,
'65 Corvette, '65 Mustang etc.
Tray lot of approximately twenty five new in
package Hot Wheels including Meyers Manx,
'70 Buick GSX, GT Racer, two KISS and on
AC/DC edition, Mad Propz etc.

581

Small three tier display cabinet and contents
including crystal figures, small brass golf club
clock and a silver engraved pot

582

Tray lot of collectible quality costume
jewellery including diamante style necklace

107EH and Paragon "Lady Gwendoline" 50
FG plus a pinwheel crystal pin tray
594

595

596

597

598

599

600

601

602

Two hand chaised brass floral vases, 21" and
31" in height plus a brass table lamp with
lustres and shade. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

603

Glazed ceramic elephant and a 19" high
statuary stand. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

604

Large brick coloured glazed pottery floor
vase 27 1/2" in height

605

Large brick coloured glazed pottery floor
vase 27 1/2" in height

606

Large blue glazed pottery floor vase, 31" in
height

607

Two limited edition oil rig related prints
including "Nabors Rig 30" 4/30 pencil signed
by artist Adele Lewis' 02 and "Running In"
53/112 pencil signed by artist Jim Graham

608

Two framed black and white photographs
including titled on verso "Barn, British
Columbia" by Therese Kazmierczak Stubler
and a photo of sundogs near Yellowknife by
Henry Busse

609

Framed print titled St. Jean, Quebec by artist
Hornyansky

610

Shelf lot of pop culture collectibles including
Kiss band action figures, Maleficent and
Marilyn Monroe dolls, Lord of the Rings Bilbo
doll, Twilight action figure, Star Trek Spock
doll, McFarlene Toys Jack Bauer action
figure, Merlin Electronic Wizard game,
Fortune Tell 8 ball etc.

611

Shelf lot of Hello Kitty collectibles including
boxed tea set, new in package pillow cases,
stuffies, money bank, spools of ribbon, wall
decorations etc.

Large selection of Pogs including three ring
binder full, zip lock baggy with two plastic
carriers, a game board and a sign

612

Shelf lot of pop culture collectibles including
Britney Spears, Canadian Idol and Spice girls
dolls, Michael Myers and Chucky dolls,
Austen Powers figure, Bob Ross bobble head
etc,

Three faux stained glass window in vintage
window frames, outside dimensions 16" X
30" plus an unframed 22" diameter glass
plaque. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

613

Two framed and one unframed hand painted
faux stained glass panels plus an empty
frame, outside frame dimensions 36" X 30".
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

Shelf lot of crystal and porcelain including
three bowls and eleven plates of Limoges
handpainted porcelain, three crystal bowls,
vase, crystal water pitcher, glass birds, a pair
of goblets etc. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Selection of collectible plastic and die cast
cars and trucks including double decker bus,
Edmonton Oilers bus, Oilers and Maple Leafs
zambonis, three new in package Gearbox
collectibles, four 1:24 scale including Nascar
Gold, Colour Chrome stock car, Dale
Earnhardt blazer etc.
Selection of new in package die cast cars and
trucks including two 24kt gold plated Nascar,
Matchbox zero G pair, assorted Nascar,
Johnny Lightening car and truck etc.
Selection of new in package and used die
cast cars and trucks including a Matchbox
Carry Case containing forty eight pieces;
cars, trucks, fantasy vehicles etc. and a tray
lot of assorted including Matchbox Elvis
collectibles, double Decker bus, Ertl Dukes of
Hazard set, Matchbox The Osbournes etc.
Selection of Star Wars collectibles including
new in package Hasbro/Kenner from
Revenge of Sith, Attack of the Clones etc.
Hasbro Chewbacca, Watto, Anakin
Skywalker, Pop! Princess Leia, vintage Ewak,
boxed wide screen video Phantom Menace
VHS tape, Star Wars blue prints, magazine,
Star Wars Portfolio, LP sound track etc.

Swiveling television stand plus a faux brass
book rack and wine rack

614

615

616

617

Tray lot of collectible bear figures including
8" treenware hand carved bear with artist
initals, two small bronze bears on stone
plinth by artist Paul Fairley 37/500, carved
soapstone with artist signature 4 1/4" in
length etc.

622

Large selection of cabinet collectibles
including Radnor, Royal Adderley, Coalport
floral etc. Royal Worcester egg coddler,
Swarovski crystal candleholders, pair of
miniature hand painted Staffordshire style
dogs 3 1/2" in height etc.

Bag containing bundles of hand knitting yarn
including ten 50 gram balls of Aran pure
wool, twenty 50 gram balls of Klassick Sport
in putty colour, nine balls of deep apricot,
seven balls of teal blue and a bag of Royal
blue and Navy balls

623

Bag containing bundles of hand knitting yarn
include twenty pack of Super Soft blue and
white 50 gram balls, pack of twenty Super
Soft salmon and white 50 gram balls, pack of
twenty Penguin Comfort 50 gram balls, and
ten 50 gram balls of Aran pure wool

624

Bag containing bundles of hand knitting yarn
including ten 50 gram balls of Aran pure
wool, twenty 50 gram balls of Penguin
Prapika cerulean blue wool, twenty 50 gram
balls of Super Soft salmon and white and
fourteen 50 gram balls of Chat Botte Pearle
fine pure wool in a wine colour

625

Bag containing bundles of hand knitting yarn
including ten 50 gram balls of Aran pure
wool, twenty four balls of Bouquet Sportivo
sport weight in a rust brown colour, fifteen
50 gram balls of Klasick sport in putty
colour, ten balls of Tradition Florentine Aran
knit in teal

626

Bag containing bundles of hand knitting yarn
including nine 50 gram balls of Aran pure
wool, twenty 50 gram balls of Super Soft in a
salmon and white, twenty 50 gram balls of
Pinguin Comfort in black plus eleven balls of
Tamarinda in cream colour

627

Bag containing bundles of hand knitting yarn
including twenty 50 gram balls of Aran pure
wool, nine balls of Bernat Chenille in a
cranberry colour, nine 25 gram balls of
Bouquet Sock & Sweater in putty colour and
three 25 grams in grey, ten 50 gram balls of
Schaffhauser Wolle lambs wool in deep
purple, fourteen 50 gram balls of Patons
Husky pure wool chunky knitting in cream
etc.

628

Bag containing bundles of hand knitting yarn
including eleven 4 oz. skeins of Indian type
yarn in wine red, seven 4 oz. skeins of Indian

Tray lot of cabinet collectibles including
cased glass small bowl and jug with applied
clear handles, Dresden miniature lady
playing the lute 4" in height, Dresden
ballerina, note both pieces have some
damage to lace, miniature cup and saucer,
small shoe and Aynsley rose motif cream
and sugar bowl
Sylvania tube type television with built in
VCR and a large selection of VHS tapes
including Walt Disney, working at time of
cataloguing, perfect for the kids at the lake

618

Vintage style modern Crosby floor standing
record player with 33 and 45 rpm settings,
appears to work, does need a needle

619

Vintage Phillsbury Dough boy labelled 1971
The Phillsbury Company, Minneapolis Minn
and girl labelled The Phillsbury Co. 1971 plus
an adorbs double western holster rig
labelled 1976 Gabriel Ind., Inc. Lancaster PA
with two matching stag motif 6" revolvers
and belt 24" in length

620

Selection of Mantastic collectibles including
factory sealed "You Might be a Redneck if..."
game, Crazy Diamonds slot machine, Pony
Express spittoon, "The Man Cave" sign, five
Playboy magazine including Pamela
Anderson The Revealing Return to the
Mansion", belt buckle etc.

621

Two five drawer plastic storage totes and
contents including a selection of tapestry
wool, balls of Stahl Wolle "Amore" yarn,
bundles of Penguin Rubane ribbon yarn,
Angora wool etc., plus a selection knitting
needles, cutting scissors, crochet cotton,

spools of craft ribbon, elastic etc. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

629

630

631

type yarn in teal green, ten 100g balls of
Bernat 100% cotton in an oatmeal colour
etc.

640a Session mahogany cased chiming mantle
clock with key, trying to work at time of
cataloguing

Seven primitive hand cut timbers, five
measure 4 1/2'" X 6" X 10', one measures 4
1/2" X 6" X 9' and one measures 4 1/2" X 10"
X 9'

641

Zenith Video disc player and twenty six
movie discs including Forbidden Planet, The
Thing, 7 Year Itch, Singing in Rain etc.

•

642
Mastercraft 10" compound mitre
saw with stand

643

Selection of tools including Workmate
folding work table, Haussmanncircular saw,
Little Buddy portable heater, a glue gun and
two axes

Selection of Buffalo wool including four 8 oz.
packages of White Buffalo six strand Bison
blanc creamy white pure virgin wool, one 8
oz. package of six strand Bison Blanc in black
and two packages in grey, one in variegated
cream and brown plus three balls of
unpackaged Buffalo wool including dark
brown, creamy white and light brown
Selection of tools including router table,
dovetail template, two Canwood router bits
and a plastic box with assorted bits and
heads

632

Mastercraft air powered spray gun, appears
new in box, a Bex air nailer in case and a
Porter Cable nailer in case

633

English made Record 52 1/2 D wood vise

634

Dremel tool with cable, an upright holder,
two Mastercraft wooden storage boxes with
large assortment of bits and attachments
plus a Sears Craftman detail sander

635

Tub of assorted hand power tools including
Skilsaw, Black & Decker mouse sanders,
Makita 3/8" drill, Mastercraft grinder with
extra stones, Porter Cable jig saw and a
Craftsman electric stapler plus assorted
rolled and sheet sandpaper

636

Tub of power tools including Ryobi circular
saw, Black & Decker 3/8" drill, Makita power
planer, Black & Decker router and a Bosch
sander plus assorted drill bit and accessories

637

Samona nailer and an Airy nailer plus an air
tank, a two way directional drill press vise

638

Rockwell grinder and a #100 Record vise

639

Large assortment of wood working
accessories including wheels, spindles, plugs,
pins and beads etc.

640

Tray lot of vintage and new callipers, squares
and marking tools plus a butchers saw

643a Two faux plants including 48" tree and a
succulent table top planter plus a 20"
concrete lion
644

63" Metal fifth wheel tail gate

645

Three stoneware crocks including a five
gallon Medalta Potteries, an eight gallon
Medalta crock and a three gallon Medalta
crock. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only

646

Large selection of Canadian made and
Ontario based collectible milk bottles
including labeled Dales Dairy Dundulk,
Lindfors Kirklane Lake, Laiterie Mont St.
Hilarie, Sunnybrook Dairy Hamilton, Bordens
plus embosssed bottles including Bordens,
Toronto Dairymans Bottle Assoc., C.B.
Dairymans Co. Society Ltd. Syndney,
Pinecrest Dairies Ltd. Geraldton etc.

647

Large selection of Canadian made and
collectible milk bottles including labeled
Thunderbay Dairy Ltd., Northwestern Brand,
Stacey Bros. Ltd Mitchell, IXL Dairy Ltd.
Nanimo, Royal Oak Dairy Hamilton,
embossed bottle Orchard Bank Farm,
Ottowa Dairy Ltd., Crystal Dairy Vancouver
and Campbells Dairy Peterborough etc.

648

Large selection of Canadian made and
collectible milk bottles including labelled
United Dairies Ltd. Trail B.C., Sunshine Dairy
Co., North-Okanagan Creamy Assoc. plus
embossed Butler's Dairy Bellevelle,
Thunderbay Co-Op Dairy, Chessons Dairy
Dufferin Street, Wilsons Dairy Trenton, Soo
Dairies etc.

649

Five tier corner shelving unit and a wooden
spinning wheel

649a Faux suede two seat hide-a-bed and a
French provincial coffee table with rattan
insert, missing glass table top protector
649b Framed limited edition print titled "Serpent"
and pencil signed by artist Norman Knott
32/99
650

Dyson canister vacuum cleaner with
attachments including beater head, crevice
tools etc. Working well at time of
cataloguing. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

651

Vintage brass coal hod with galvanized liner
and coal shovel

652

Framed watercolour-gouache painting of an
owl titled on verso "Saw Whet Owl" and
signed signed Edgar T. Jones, 7 1/2" X 6"

653

659

Antique metal bound steamer trunk with
tray interior and exterior have been
recovered with mack tack and or paint

660

Semi contemporary metal bound steamer
trunk with black finish and faux brass
accents, has had pad lockable clasps
installed on each side

661

Seven framed pictures including original
watercolour painting of a barn scene signed
by artist Rosemary Rees, 7" x 11", a polar
bear print, and artist made leather collage,
two prints of gladiolas etc.

662

Selection of silver plate included etched tray,
teapot with matching cream and sugar, a
Canadian made silver-plate teapot, sugar
castor, small relish dish and a baby cup with
fork and two crystal open salts

663

Selection of china and glass collectibles
including Royal Copenhagen 9 1/2" blue and
white teapot, Wedgwood Jasperware
comport, five demitasses including Tuscan
and Crescent and Capodimonte, German
lidded dish and divided dish with floral
decoration, Royal Albert pin tray, fluted glass
vase and two blue and white tiles. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

664

Royal Copenhagen glazed porcelain bear
approximately 8" in length

665

Two framed artworks including antique
etching "Smolletts Lodging, Edinburgh" by
Marjorie C. Coates 8" X 5 1/2" and "Hearts
and Trumps" by G.G. Kilburne

666

Three pieces of furniture including Eastlake
side table, single drawer console table and a
single low drawer with metal base, all need
tlc.

667

Swivel reclining parlour chair and matching
ottoman

668

Kenmore electric sewing machine in an oak
sewing cabinet, includes accessories but
needs to be rewired, not working at time of
cataloguing

669

Three framed hockey prints including Iginla
promo card, a Sydney Crosby collage hand
signed by Crosby LE 2187/2500 and a Steve

Vintage Wedgwood pitcher 5" in height and
a pincushion doll head with lace draped
collar and arms away, 3" in height, appears
to be in excellent condition

653a Bent wood chair with rattan seat and a
walnut framed side chair
654

Selection of concert posters including KISS,
Pink Floyd, Queen, The Beetles, The Rolling
Stone etc., all assumed to be reprints plus
other hanging collectibles

655

Framed limited edition giclee print of steam
locomotive 2474 of the Canadian National
Railway, silver pen signed by artist Max
Jacquiard 141/225

656

Framed original charcoal drawing labelled on
verso "John Long as Rip Van Winkle" and
signed by artist Ernest Whitworth, 26" X 20"

657

Three boxed Chinese medallion sets
including two Season's Greetings and best
wishes of the new year, each with six tiger
themed medallions and a twelve medallion
zodiac set in wooden case

658

Enfield bayonet with 17" blade stamped
1907 with metal and leather scabbard, a
Smith & Wesson wall plaque and a large
metal ammo. style can

Csorba Andy Moog poster and signed by
Csorba on glass with silver pen
670

Selection of bar items including mirrored
signs, antique phone motif decanter set,
Napoleon Brandy figure, miniature bottles
and assorted posters

671

Livestrong Smooth Stride stepper, with
multiple work out stages, heart monitor,
power incline, fan etc., working at time of
cataloguing

672

Antique quarter cut oak sideboard with
original key and pull, three drawers and four
doors, bulbous legs and carved floral
decoration, note mahogany secondary
woods

673

1950's sideboard with three drawers and
two glazed doors

674

Solid cherry dining table 42" X 33" plus two
16" skirted insert leaves, made by Gibbard

675

Eight cherry dining chairs including six side
chairs and two carvers made by Gibbard

676

Solid mahogany, chest on chest sideboard
and hutch, made by Gibbard, note finish
crackled on top of sideboard, 77" in height
and 63" wide

677

Solid mahogany illuminated two door display
cabinet with four adjustable glass shelves
and bevelled panels, made by Gibbard, 75" X
38". Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local
Pickup Only

678

Four retro 70's chrome dining with
patterned vinyl upholstery; appear to be in
very good original condition

679

Walnut cased Heinzman upright grand piano
serial number 155414 appears to be in well
cared for condition, includes bench with
sheet music storage

680

Semi contemporary free standing oak office
desk with three insert leather writing panels

681

Four 12" square diamond motif planters with
chain hangers and coco liners

682

Four round 14" diameter Fleur-de-lis motif
planters with chain hangers and coco liners

683

Tray lot of collectible ephemera including CP
Rail locomotive small manuals and books,

personal work book full of hand drawn
technical engineering drawings, Engineer
apprentice book, 13' outboard motor book
construction guide, selection of locomotive
guides, Civil defence book for atomic attacks
etc.
684

Five hardcover books including The Boy's
Own Annual 1934-1935 ( Volume 57),
Eaton's School Boys Annual circa 1930's,
Little Men, The Girls Scouts at Home circa
1940's and Weavers and Other Workers circa
1930's

685

Two barn lanterns, two metal torches, a
palm hand drill and a small electric iron

686

Soapstone carved bear 6 1/2" in length
signed by artist V. Bird, note some small
chipping and rubs, and a dancing sea lion,
also signed artist V. Bird

687

Selection of Spode China "Elizabethan"
including eight dinner plates, two side plates
and ten bread and butter plates, six saucers,
five cups, tea pot, cream and lidded sugar
bowl, round serving dish and an oval serving
dish plus a set of shakers. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

688

Selection of camera accessories including
Kodak Brownie 8 video projector, SV
projector table, Polaroid Sun 600 Land
camera, Voigtlander Vito B camera, light
meter, Kodak Instamatic 314, Praktica LB 2
camera etc.

689

Selection of cameras and camera equipment
including Polaroid Sun 600, Targa Quartz
Date, Keystone Everflash 20, Lumex Viewer,
Arrow Giant slide viewer, promotional
poster, Starflash with original package,
Polaroid SX-70 Land camera, Brownie 8mm
Movie Camera II, Ricohflex Model T etc.

690

Selection of cameras and accessories
including Polariod Pronto!, Polaroid
Onestep, Pentax K 1000, Vivitar 70-210mm
1: 4.5 lens. Cannon FT, Viseroy Automatic
Super 8 movie camera etc.

691

Antique four drawer Sheraton bow front
dresser with pull out accessory tray and satin
wood banding

692

Two mid 20th century non-matching dining
chairs and a single drawer Gibbard side table

1006 Collector's Edition Magical Mystery Tour Bus
cookie jar by Vandor, appears new in box

693

Selection of non-matching furniture
including two drawer side table, single sized
maple bed, a mirror from a dressing table
and side chair carved floral design

1007 Two Royal Doulton character jugs The
Beatles George Harrison D6727 and The
Beatles Ringo Starr D6726

695

Mid 20th century mirrored dresser and
matching double sized headboard, footboard
and rails with primary wood being walnut
with Birdseye maple accents

696

Shop made, oak framed wall mirror, overall
dimensions 54" X 20"

698

Semi contemporary shell motif gilt framed
wall mirror, overall dimension 49" X 29" plus
a pair of double candle motif mirrored
electric wall sconces. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only

1008 Four Gartlan USA Art of Entertainment
limited edition 4" Beatles hand painted cold
cast porcelain figures in box with COA, all
numbered 7,920/10,000
1009 Four aluminium tinned die cast Beatles cars
including Abbey Road, Revolver etc.
1010 Sixty out of sixty vintage Beatles themed
black and white collector/trading cards,
printed in the USA plus a O-Pee-Chee Beatles
bubble gum wrapper

699

Baroque style semi contemporary gilded
mirror overall dimensions 56" X 34". Note:
Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only

1011 Full set numbers 61-115, second series
vintage Beatles black and white
collector/trading cards, printed in the USA
with the exception of 83, 86 and 90 which
are Canada printed

700

Vintage wooden baker's table with two half
round flour bins, two drawers and two pull
out cutter boards plus castor feet

1012 Complete set numbered 116-165, third
series vintage Beatles black and white
collector/trading cards, printed in USA

700a 100% wool area carpet with overall garden
design featuring trees and foliage, steel blue
background and shades of amber, burgundy,
gold etc. 94" X 128"
1000 Deluxe boxed set of Beatles figurines
including all four band members with
instruments by McFarlane Toys
1001 Set of five Titans brand figurines by Funko
LLC including all four Beatles band members
from Yellow Submarine plus Blue Meanie,
new in packaging including unopened
shipping box
1002 Beatles themed Yellow Submarine lava lamp,
from the Lyon Company with original box,
appears new

1013 Four factory sealed Yellow Submarine
Beatles figurines, each with additional figure
from McFarlane Toys
1014 Beatles Yellow Submarine rotating lamp
from Rabbit Tanaka, appears new in box
1015 Beatles cardboard stand up "The First U.S.
Visit" with shipper
1016 Framed "Legends of Music" platinum The
Beatles Abbey Road
1017 "The Beatles" board game by Milton Bradley
Co. including board, all four band member
game pieces, wooden die and unverified
number of yellow and red game cards in
original game used box

1003 Collector's Edition Yellow Submarine cookie
jar by Vandor, appears new in box

1018 Three Beatles LPs including Help, Revolver
and A Hard Days Night, each with matching
contemporary lunch box

1004 Selection of John Lennon collectibles
including four plates by Cynthia Lennon for
the Danbury Mint

1019 Three Beatles LPs including Rubber Soul,
With the Beatles and Beatles for Sale, each
with matching contemporary lunch box

1005 Boxed collector's edition Yellow Submarine
musical globe by Vandor, appears new in box

1020 Ten 45 rpm Beatles singles including
"Timeless II 1/2", "The Beatles Around the

World" on pictorial disc, US pressing, "Hello
Little Girl" marked For promotional use only
MONO, "She's a Woman", "Day Tripper",
"Long Tall Sally", "Love Me Do" marked
made in the EU, "Searchin" marked Audio
Fidelity Enterprises (UK ltd.), "September in
the Rain" marked for Promotional use only
etc.
1021 Eight 45 rpm Beatles singles including "We
Can Work It Out", "Eleanor Rigby", "You
Can't Do That" and "Day Tripper" etc. All UK
pressings
1022 Nine 45 rpm Beatles singles including
packaged 4 pce. pictorial commemorating
their 1964 arrival in American and the
subsequent NEW YORK TIMES article,
pressed in the UK plus five numbered limited
edition commemorative 45's including "She
Loves You", " Please, Please Me" etc. each
are 041/549 and are made in Canada
1023 Ten 45 rpm Beatles singles including limited
edition " Yellow Submarine", " I Want to
Hold your Hand", "Live at the BBC volume 2for promotional use only", "Real Love", "A
Hard Days Night" etc. including Canadian and
UK pressings and re-issues
1024 Ten 45 rpm Beatles singles including
"Strawberry Fields", "She Loves You" with
original retailers stamp dated 1964, "The
Ballad of John & Yoko", "Yellow Submarine"
including mostly UK and US pressing plus an
Italian pressing of "Hey Jude"
1025 Ten 45 rpm Beatles singles including "All You
Need is Love", "Hard Days Night", "Love Me
Do", "Hello Goodbye", "Lady Madonna" UK
and US pressings
1026 Ten 45 rpm Beatles singles including "Beatles
Forever", "Let it Be", " I Feel Fine", "No
Where Man", " All My Loving", "Magical
Mystery Tour" with multi page booklets, UK
and Canada pressings
1027 Nine 45 rpm Beatles singles including "Can't
Buy Me Love", "Hard Days Night", "Ballad of
Yoko Ono", " Something", "Got to Get you
into My Life", mostly UK pressings includes
two re-issues

1028 Five 45 rpm Beatles singles including three
picture discs "Something", "Free as a Bird",
"Let It Be" etc. pressed in US and UK
1029 Five 45 rpm Beatles picture disc Beatles
singles including "All You Need is Love",
"Yellow Submarine" etc., all appear to be UK
pressings
1030 Eight sealed Beatles LPs including a series
numbered 1-8 issued by World Records Ltd.
and marked Printed and made in Great
Britain
1031 Six reel to reel themed picture discs LPs
some without covers including "State Fair
USA 1964", "New Musical Express" marked
“Made in EU”
1032 Vintage copy of the Beatles "Abbey Road"
with Apple label SO-383 plus Anniversary
edition, factory sealed "Abbey Road"
including new mix by Gilles Martin
1033 Nine vintage Beatles LPs including "Rubber
Soul ( US pressing)", "White Album ( US
pressing)", "Hard's Days Night (Canadian
pressing)" plus other US and UK pressings
etc.
1034 Three vintage Beatles LPs including "Beatles
'65" ( Canadian pressing), note $125 price
tag, " Something New" ( Canadian pressing)
and factory sealed "Abbey Road" marked
EMI and printed in USA
1035 Nine Beatles LPs including "Lonely Hearts
Club Band" (Canadian), "Yesterday and
Today" (Canadian), "Yellow Submarine", all
appear to be Canadian pressings
1036 Three Beatles LPs including reissued
Anthology I. II, III by EMI Apple UK plus extra
album covers
1037 Eight Beatles LPs including "The Beatles
1962-1966" (Pressed in Holland), " Abbey
Road" ( US pressing), "Beatles '65" (US), "Let
it Be" ( UK pressing ) plus other UK and US
pressings
1038 Two Beatles LPs "Live At the BBC" and "Live
at the BBC Vol II" both factory sealed
1039 Eight Beatles LPs including "White Album"
"Sgt. Pepper's" (both Canadian) "Hey Jude"
with original Capitol Records labels plus

other Canadian pressings including other
orange labels
1040 Four framed reprints of the Beatles Hard
Day's Night theatre lobby cards
1041 Vintage Beatles pictorial drinks tray marked
6MB made in Great Britain
1042 Three Beatles Yellow Submarine collectibles
including LP manufactured and distributed in
Canada, appears in new or gently used
condition, framed limited edition cut out
album motif "Golden Age of Rock n' Roll"
disc 177/500 and a metal lunch box
1043 Boxed 18" John Lennon motion activated
"The New York Years" by Neca and a
hardcover copy of "Lennon Legend; an
illustrated life of John Lennon"
1044 Two vintage Beatles figures manufactured by
Remco including plastic Ringo Starr complete
with drum and a rubber bodied Paul
McCartney sans guitar
1045 Fifty five vintage black and white Beatles
movie A Hard Days Night collector/trading
cards, printed in the USA
1046 Beatles Yellow Submarine limited edition
boxed set including a graphic novel, 6.5"
yellow submarine, sixteen lobby cards, four
movie posters, five badges, movie ticket and
Bill Morrison art card, 480/1968, factory
sealed
1047 Four factory sealed Yellow Submarine/ Sgt.
Peppers Lonely Heart Club Band figurines,
each with additional figure from McFarlane
Toys
1048 Beatles Yellow Submarine Collectors Edition
Pepperland Musical Globe, appears new in
box
1049 The Beatles figurines including all four band
members by McFarlane Toys, all new in
package
1050 Six factory sealed die cast Beatles cars
including "Rubber Soul", "Let it Be" etc.
1051 Boxed set of Kubrick "The Beatles- Can't Buy
Me Love" 2 1/2" figurines
1052 Selection of Beatles collectibles including
First American Tour token, 2019 Royal

Canadian Mint $20 fine silver coin featuring
Lennon and Yoko and two 2007 Stamp
guides
1053 Boxed set from Liverpool "The Beatles Box"
including eight LP albums and booklets with
lyrics in English and Japanese, set if made in
Japan
1054 Three Beatles LPs including Let it Be, Sgt.
Peppers and an anniversary edition of Abbey
Road, each with a matching contemporary
lunch box
1055 Three Beatles LPs including White Album,
complete with poster, factory sealed mono
copy of Please, Please Me, UK pressing plus
Magical Mystery Tour, UK pressing and each
with matching contemporary lunch box
1056 Selection of Beatles Yellow Submarine items
including 1000 pce. jigsaw puzzle still factory
sealed, a 553 pce. Lego set No. 21306 and all
four band members Glue 'N" Go pre-painted
plastic model kits, all new in package
1057 An unopened 2930 piece Lego set "The
Beatles" Items 31198
1058 Selection of eight Beatles motif collectible
plates by Delphi for Franklin Mint including
Hard Day's Night, Beatles ''65 etc. three with
certificates
1059 Selection of six Beatles motif collectible
plates made by Delphi for Franklin Mint
including Beatles album covers from 19671970 including Sgt. Peppers, Abbey Road
etc., two with certificates
1060 Two Beatles collector sets including The
Ultimate Fan Pack with Let it Be CD, a
miniature Beatles branded milk crate and tshirt plus The Beatles in Mono boxed 185 CD
set, both factory sealed
1061 The Beatles Help! DVD Deluxe Edition,
includes two DVDs and hard cover book,
made in Holland and still factory sealed
1062 The Beatles: The Original Studio Recordings
including 217 songs on CD plus mini
documentary DVD, still factory sealed
1063 Two Beatles collector CD packs including The
Ultimate Fan Pack with remastered Abbey
Road CD in Beatles branded mini milk crate

with t-shirt plus The Beatles “The US
Albums" both factory sealed
1064 Ten 45 rpm Beatles singles including "Hard
Days Night", "Yesterday", "I Feel Fine",
"Paperback Writer" etc. all appear to be UK
or US pressings
1065 Ten 45 rpm Beatles singles including Eight
Days A Week, Help, I Feel Fine, Ticket To
Ride, You Can Work it Out, Hello Goodbye
etc. all appear to be UK and US pressings
1066 Ten 45 rpm Beatles singles including "Love
Me Do" for Juke boxes only, "All You Need is
Love", "Please, Please Me" etc. includes
three 4 song mono pressings, mostly UK and
one or two US pressings

1072 Thirteen Beatles LPs including "Beatles For
Sale" (Mono UK pressing), "Hard Day's
Night" (UK), "Yellow Submarine", "Let it Be"
(Canada), "Revolver" (Canada), "Beatles
White Album" (UK pressing with $70 price
tag)
1073 Eight Beatles LPs including "Hard Day's
Night" (Canada), "Yellow Submarine" (US
pressing), "White Album" , " Beatles '65"
(US), "Magical Mystery Tour ( Canada) plus
other US and Canadian pressings
1074 Eight Beatles LPs including "Magical Mystery
Tour" (US), "Hard Day's Night" (United
Artists US), "Abbey Road" (reissue) plus
other UK, Canadian and US pressings

1067 Ten 45 rpm Beatles singles including
"Magical Musical Tour" with multi page liner
notes booklet, "Twist and Shout", "Eight
Days a Week", " Yesterday", "Help" etc. five
of which are 4 song mono copies, most are
UK pressings

1075 Eight Beatles LPs including "Abbey Road"
(Canadian pressing), "The Beatles' Story" (
Marked Red Label Capitol 1971), "Beatles VI"
(labelled by consignor "Late 70's issues, still
sealed promo"), Beatles "Help" plus other
Canadian pressings

1068 Twenty 45 rpm singles including John
Lennon, Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr and
George Harrison solo projects including
"What Ever Gets You Through the Night",
"Mind Games", "Got My Mind Set on You",
"My Sweet Lord", "No More Lonely Nights",
"Whack My Brain" etc. Canada, UK and US
pressings

1076 Five Beatles LPs, all appear to be reissues
including "Let it Be....Naked", "Love" etc.

1069 Twenty 45 rpm singles including Paul
McCartney, John Lennon, Ringo Starr, all
appear to be solo projects including "Blow
Away", "Got My Mind Set on You", "Back Off
Boogaloo", "Mother", "Instant Karma",
"You're Sixteen", "Give Peace a Chance",
"Photograph" etc. UK, US and Canadian
pressings
1070 Three Beatles LPs including "Sgt. Peppers"
(mid 70's Canadian pressing), "Magical
Mystery Tour" ( early 70's US pressing with
poster) and a factory sealed picture disc US
copy of "Sgt. Peppers"
1071 Two copies of the Beatles "Sgt Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band" including standard
US pressing and a factory sealed West
German pressing with picture disc

1077 Nine Beatles LPs including "Revolver"
(Canadian pressing) "The Early Beatles", "Sgt.
Peppers" plus other Canadian pressings
1078 Five Beatles LPs including “White Album" (on
black vinyl with posters, Canadian pressing)
"Revolver" (Canada), "Help" ( on early
Canadian green label) etc., all appear to be
Canadian pressings
1079 Boxed set "The Wedding Album" (made in
Japan and includes LP, assorted posters etc.
note has $150 resale price tag, has been
opened)
1080 The Beatles figurines including all four band
members from the Yellow Submarine Series,
each with an accessory by McFarlene Toys,
all new in package
1081 Five new in package Yellow Submarine
collectibles including 500 pce puzzle, Paul
with Capt. Fred action figures by McFarlane
Toys, a Yellow Submarine Premium Motion
statue, Glove Premium Motion statue and a
blue mini coffee cup

1082 Four factory sealed die cast Beatle album
themed automobiles including Abbey Road
bus etc. all in aluminum tins
1083 Beatles "The Ultimate Fan Pack" including
digitally remastered Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club band CD, miniature milk crate
and t-shirt plus Magical Mystery Tour blue
ray and DVD pack featuring Magical Mystery
tour, Fool on the Hill, Flying, I'm the Walrus
etc. plus special features, all factory sealed
1084 Selection of Beatles Yellow Submarine
collectibles including four new in package all
plastic band members assembly kits from
Polar Lights, a string of submarine mini
lights, a stemmed goblet, a Corgi No. 05403
die cast set including all four band members
and a submarine, all new in package plus a
reproduction lobby card
1085 Boxed Beatles Yellow Submarine Ringo Starr
figurine by Knucklebonz, appears new in box
1086 Boxed Beatles Yellow Submarine Paul
MacCartney figure, appears new in box
1087 Boxed Beatles Yellow Submarine John
Lennon figure by Knucklebonz, appears new
in box
1088 Boxed Beatles Yellow Submarine George
Harrison figurine by Knucklebonz, appears
new in box
1089 Boxed Beatles "Chief Blue Meanie" figurine
by Knucklebonz, appears new in box
1090 Selection of Beatles collectible merchandise
including all four Beatles stuffed hanging
ornaments, boxed round disc ornaments,
mini mugs, serving tray, salt and pepper
shakers etc.
1091 Selection of Beatles collectible magazines
including volumes 1-77 inclusively of "The
Beatles Book" start date being August 1963
plus five copies of "The Beatles Book" from
the 1980 and 1990s
1092 Large selection of "The Beatles Fan Club"
magazines
1093 Selection of Beatles VHS tapes including
Yellow Submarine, First US Visit, Hard Days'
Night etc. plus eight volume "The Beatles
Anthology"

1094 Selection of Beatles collectible merchandise
including coasters, ruffled LP center bowl,
vintage pin back button, semi contemporary
pin back buttons, guitar picks, coin like
tokens, table lamp etc.
1095 Selection of Beatle collectibles including
stacking dolls, ruffled LP bowl, wallet, pin
back buttons, coin type tokens, lunch box
etc.
1096 Selection of Beatles collectible merchandise
including The Trivia Game- Beatlemania,
reference book and pocket book, coin like
tokens, ruffled LP bowl, pin back buttons, tshirt etc.
1097 Selection of Beatles collectibles including
Glasses, mug, ceramic box, salt and pepper
shaker and coaster set
1098 Sixteen Beatles themed wall calendars,
assorted years
1099 Fourteen Beatles themed wall calendars,
assorted years
1100 Twenty 45 rpm singles including John
Lennon and John Lennon and the Plastic Ono
band, Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr and
George Harrison solo singles including "Back
Off Boogalloo" pressed in German,
"Imagine", "Power to the People", "Instant
Karma", "Uncle Albert", "Jet", "Live and Let
Die", "Give Me Love, Give Me Peace on
Earth", "It Don't Come Easy'", a mono copy
of "Only You" listed NOT FOR SALE, mostly
UK Pressings
1101 Twenty 45 rpm singles including John
Lennon, Wings, Ringo Starr and George
Harrison including "No.9 Dream", "Only
You", "Instant Karma", "Mind Games",
"Listen to What the Man Said", "Back Off
Boogaloo", "My Sweet Lord" etc., mostly UK
pressings
1102 Five 45 rpm Beatles picture disc singles
including "Please, Please Me", "Love Me Do"
etc. , all appear to be UK pressing
1103 Five 45 rpm Beatles picture disc singles
including "She Loves You", "Hello Goodbye",
"Hey Jude" etc. all pressed in the UK and
USA

1104 New in box "The Beatles" Box of Vision CD
and liner notes storage box
1105 Factory sealed The Beatles Anniversary
edition 6 CD: Blu Ray including new mixed by
Gilles Martin
1106 Factory sealed "The Beatles and Esher
Demos" Anniversary edition
1107 Two three ring binders containing Beatles
themed note cards including promo photos,
song themed etc. plus postcards etc.
1108 Binder with approximately 225 black & white
and colour Beatles collector cards plus six
unopened 10 card packages of Beatles cards
1109 Sixteen never opened packages of Beatles
miniature album collection album cover with
chewing gum records
1110 Copy of John Lennon "Imagine" picture disc
with lyric sheet plus three factory sealed
boxed set of "The Wedding Album", one
with stereo cassette, one eight track and one
50th anniversary reissue on white vinyl
1111 Seven Beatles LPs including ",The Beatles 6970" "The Beatles 62-66"( both US pressings),
"A Collection of Beatles Oldies" (French
pressing) and other Canadian and UK
pressings plus a 45rpm "Love Me Do" (UK
pressing)
1112 Eight Beatles LPs including six from the
reissue "Vinyl Collection" by Deagostina, a
Japanese reissue factory sealed "The
Beatles" compilation by Deagostina and a
vintage copy of "Something New" ( Canadian
pressing)
1113 Thirteen Beatles or Beatles related LPs
including interesting Russian imports with
unique covers "Sgt. Peppers", "Hey Jude",
"Hard Days Night", George Harrisons "Living
In a Material World", McCartney, "White
Album" etc. mostly Russian plus a Japanese
"White Album"
1114 Eight Beatles LPs including "White Album"
(black vinyl, Canadian pressing), "Hey Jude",
"Revolver" ( appears to be original Canadian
pressing), plus other LPs, all Canadian
pressings

1115 Eight Beatles LPs including "White Album"
(black vinyl), "Beatles VI", "Help" etc. all
Canadian pressings
1116 Eight Beatles LPs including "The Beatles
1962-1966", "Hard Days Night" and "Sgt.
Pepper" plus other US and Canadian
pressings
1117 Reissue "Let it Be" boxed set including LP
and book, made in the UK
1118 Reissue "Let it Be" boxed set including LP
and book, distributed in Canada by Capitol
Record, note $375 resale price tage
1119 Eight different copies of the Beatles "Let It
Be" album including an Apple red label,
Canadian purple label, US brown label, Apple
green label, plus one labelled by consignor
"1970 Mob- produced counterfeit issue, red
Apple unofficial" etc.
1120 Eight Beatles LPs including "The Beatles
1967-70" (Canadian) "Sgt. Pepper" (
German), "The White Album" ( Italian
pressing), "Magical Mystery Tour" ( US),
"Abbey Road" ( US) "The Beatles 1962-1966"
(German) etc.
1121 Four Beatles albums including "The White
Album" (white vinyl with poster, Canadian
pressing), "Sgt. Peppers" ( grey, purple
marble, Canadian pressing), "The Beatles;
Yesterday and Today" (Canadian) and "The
Beatles; Yesterday and Today" ( clear vinyl,
US pressing)
1122 Factory sealed copy of the Beatles "White
Album" labelled "Pressung Weiss-Direct
Metal Mastering) note $225 price tag plus
and empty White Album Cover
1123 Selection of reissued Beatles LPs including
"Abbey Road" picture disc, "Abbey Road"
standard vinyl with new mix by Gilles Martin
and Sam O'kell and two LP set featuring
unreleased studio outtakes, chat etc.
1124 Three vintage Beatles LPs including "Long
Tall Sally" ( Canada) , "Meet the Beatles"
(Canada) and "Something New" ( US
pressing) plus an Anniversary Edition of Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band"

1125 Seven vintage Beatles LPs including
"Beatlemania" (Canadian), "Twist and Shout"
(Canadian), "Help" plus other Canadian titles
1126 Four Beatles records including "Hey Jude"
picture disc single, a "Live in Japan 1966"
pictorial LP (made in the EU), "Made in
Japan 1966" ( on yellow vinyl) and " The
Beatles Are Coming in 3D" with 3D glasses
included
1127 Seven Beatles LPs including "White Album"
(black vinyl, UK pressing with poster), "Help"
(Canadian), "Beatles VI" ( Canada), sealed
"Sgt. Peppers" (SMAS-2653), "Beatlemania" (
with rainbow label etc.)
1128 Three Beatles LPs including two copies of "
The Beatles Featuring Tony Sheraidan ( one
factory sealed and open, both made in
Canada) and "The Beatles -Very Together"
((Canada)
1129 Six sealed Beatles LP themes 500 piece
jigsaw puzzles including Revolver, The White
Album etc.
1130 Selection of Beatles collectibles including
magnet sets, trinket boxes, cups and mugs,
playing cards etc.
1131 Selection of Beatles collectibles including
lunch boxes, factory sealed Revolver puzzle,
cup and glasses
1132 Selection of Beatles collectibles including
Beatles Bears "I want to hold your hand"
bear, sealed playing cards, musical trinket
boxes, cups, glasses etc.
1133 Boxed set of Titans Vinyl figures "The Beatles
Yellow Submarine" including all four 2 1/2"
figures
1134 Six new in package die cast Beatles cars
including "Rubber Soul", “Magical Mystery
Tour" etc.
1135 Vintage Beatles (U.S.A) Ltd. black and white
promotional Beatles fan club program with
hand written notes, presumably by fan
dating August 15, 1965
1136 Selection of vintage Beatles ephemera
including two fan club magazine dating to
the 1960's and a George Harrison Ravi

Shankar program, Ringo Starr and his 3rd All
Starr band world tour program etc.
1137 Selection of Beatles collectibles including
Titans 4.5" vinyl figures, one of each band
member, Yellow submarine Christmas
ornament etc.
1138 Selection of Beatle collectibles including five
Titans 4.5" vinyl figures; one of each band
member and a submarine plus a cup and a
glass
1139 Album containing fourteen Beatles sheet
music including Sgt. Peppers, Revolution etc.
1140 Album containing twenty Beatles sheet
music including Let It Be, All You Need Is
Love etc.
1141 Album containing twenty four Beatles sheet
music including Yesterday, Let It Be etc.
1142 Album containing twenty eight Beatles sheet
music including I am the Walrus, Please,
please me etc.
1143 Five copies of vintage Beatles sheet music
including "Happiness Is a Warm Gun", "Dear
Prudence", "Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-da" etc.
1144 Seven copies of vintage Beatles sheet music
including "Hey Dude", "Maxwell Silver
Hammer", "Penny Lane" etc.
1145 Eight copies of vintage Beatles sheet music
including "Norwegian Wood", “We Can Work
It Out", "Day Tripper" etc.
1146 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including “The Beatles Musical POP
UP" "Fab Four Friends" etc. Fourteen books,
thirteen are hardcover and one soft cover
1147 Ten copies of vintage Beatles sheet music
including "Help". "Yellow Submarine",
"Eleanor Rigby" etc.
1148 Eight copies of vintage Beatles sheet music
including "Money", "All My Loving", "We Can
Work it Out" etc.
1149 Nine copies of vintage Beatles sheet music
including "Can't Buy Me Love", "From Me to
You", "I Want To Hold Your Hand" etc.
1150 Seven Beatles or related song books
including “At The Hollywood Bowl”, Wings
Greatest Hits, Single 1962-1970 etc.

1151 Seven George Harrison sheet music books
including Extra Texture, Dark Horse etc.
1152 Ten Beatles song books including Yellow
Submarine, Sgt. Peppers etc.
1153 Selection of Beatles collectibles including
sealed 1000 pce. puzzle, wall clock, lunch
pails etc.

1163 Selection of Beatles collectibles including
1000 pc. puzzle, aluminium drink bottle,
lunch box, mugs etc.
1164 Selection of empty Beatles related CD
cardboard sleeves and a selection of Beatles
8 track tapes

1154 Factory sealed Beatles CD sets Vol. 1 & 2 and
a large sealed trading card set

1165 21 count of Beatles or Beatles related 8 track
tapes and a selection of soft cover pocket
books

1155 Selection of Beatles collectibles including
cups, Christmas tree ornament, pocket
books and Beatles puzzle etc.

1166 Approximately 35 counts of Beatles or
Beatles related 8 track tapes plus a few
unrelated

1156 Selection of Beatles collectible merchandise
including two lunch boxes, two puzzles,
coffee cup and a four piece pint glass set

1167 Approximately 54 count Beatles or Beatles
related cassette tapes

1157 Selection of Beatles collectible merchandise
including Christmas ornaments, four volume
pocket book set, coffee cups etc.

1168 Approximately 35 count of Beatles or Beatles
related cassette tapes
1169 Over 60 count of Beatles or Beatles related
cassette tapes

1158 Selection of Beatles collectible merchandise
including a 2240 pce. puzzle and six die cast
vehicles including Routemaster bus,
Newspaper taxi, Graffiti van, Rubber Soul car
etc.

1170 Three ring binder with a selection of
coloured Beatles collector cards

1159 Selection of re-issue Beatles LPs including
Sgt. Peppers Lonely Hearts Club band
complete with book and other ephemera
plus A Hard Days Night, Yellow Submarine
etc. a vintage soft cover copy off "The
Complete Beatles- Volume Two" etc.

1172 Three ring binder with large selection of
Beatles collector cards, cigar bands, faux
driver's licenses, tobacco style cards etc.

1160 Selection of John Lennon collectible
merchandise including two Neca Action
Figures of famous "The New York Years"
photo, one in colour and one in black and
white. Thousand piece puzzle, pocket books
etc.
1161 Selection of Beatles collectibles including
two lunch boxes, factory sealed 1000 pce.
puzzle, Yellow Submarine sign and four
cereal bowls
1162 Selection of Beatles Yellow Submarine
Yellow Submarine wall clock, collectibles
including 1000 pc. puzzle,100 pc. puzzle,
wall clock, collector cards and model, all
factory sealed

1171 Selection of Beatles collectible merchandise
including re-issue collector cards, note books
etc.

1173 Selection of Beatles collectible merchandise
including "Yellow Submarine" Corgi bus and
submarine, cups and drinking glasses, 1000
pce. puzzle etc.
1174 Selection of Beatles factory sealed
merchandise including five CD set " The
Interviews", John Lennon Single bag
containing 45 rpm singles, poster etc., Ringo
boxed with 45 rpm singles, poster etc. and
"The Beatles' containing 45 rpm singles,
poster etc.
1175 Selection of Beatles Yellow Submarine
merchandise including shower curtain,
figures, salt and pepper shaker, playing
cards, large mug and what appears to be a
vintage reel to reel recording etc.
1176 Selection of Beatles merchandise, mostly
Yellow Submarine including lunch box,
reproduction Corgi die cast submarine (

factory sealed), coffee mug, Meanies salt
and pepper shaker set, Fred figurine, a
thousand piece puzzle etc.
1177 Selection of Beatles merchandise including
two lunch boxes, two sealed puzzles, a four
pack of pint glasses and a coffee mug
1178 Original vintage Corgi "The Beatles Yellow
Submarine" missing front figures and a semi
contemporary Corgi Beatles Double Decker
bus
1179 Eighteen 45 rpm Paul McCartney singles
including " Ebony and Ivory" with Stevie
Wonder, "Wonderful Christmas Time" ,
"Beautiful Night" on picture disc plus other
picture discs, mostly UK pressings, some US
and Canada plus "The Girl is Mine" on yellow
vinyl with Michael Jackson and made in
Israel
1180 Twenty 45 rpm Paul McCartney singles
including "Only Love Remains", "Christmas
Kisses", "Come on People", "The Girl is
Mine" with Michael Jackson "Long Leather
Coat" etc. including Canadian, US and some
for Juke box use only
1181 Nineteen 45 rpm singles by Paul McCartney
and Paul McCartney and Wing, "Live And Let
Die" German pressing and UK pressings, "
Good Night Tonight" French pressing, "Mull
of Kintyre", " High, HIgh, High", "Listen To
What the Man Said", "With a Little Luck",
"Band on the Run" etc. otherwise mostly UK
pressings
1182 Ten 45 rpm Beatles singles including Paul
McCartney, Paul McCartney and Wings
including "Home Tonight" on a pictorial disc,
"Waterfalls", "Ever Present Past", "Jet"
Japanese pressing, "Mull of Kintyre" Israel
Import blue vinyl record, otherwise mostly
UK pressings
1183 Twenty 45 rpm Paul McCartney and Paul
McCartney and Wings singles including
"Getting Closer" Japan pressing, "Goodnight
Tonight" Holland pressing, "High, High, High"
French pressing, "Band on the Run" US
pressing etc., various other titles and
pressing including German, Canadian, UK, US
etc.

1184 Eighteen 45 rpm singles, all by George
Harrison including "Give Me Love", "My
Sweet Lord" labeled For Juke Boxes Only-Not
for Sale, "You" Canadian pressing, "Ding
Dong, Ding Dong" Bangledash" Japanese
pressing, "My Sweet Lord" Czech Republic
pressing etc. other pressings include
Canadian and American, Uk etc.
1185 Large selection of vintage 45 rpm singles
including John Lennon, Yoko Ono, Elton John
"I'm Stepping Out" ( long and short versions
marked Promotional copy not for sale),
"Nobody told me", "Power to the People",
"Mother", "Listen the snow is falling" ( on
green vinyl) "What you got" ( marked NOT
FOR SALE) pressing include Canada, France,
UK etc. 19 records in total
1186 Large selection of vintage 45 rpm singles by
John Lennon and Yoko Ono including Stand
by Me, # 9 Dream, Kiss kiss kiss, Just Starting
Over, What Ever Gets You through the Night,
Mind Games, Instant Karma etc. various
pressing including France, US and Canada, 20
records in total
1187 Large selection of vintage 45 rpm singles by
Ringo Starr including Snookeroo Oo-Wee,
Coochy-Coochy, It Don't Come Easy, Back Off
Boogaloo, Dose of Rock n' Roll, pressing
include US, UK and Canada, plus a Buck
Owen's single, 15 records in total
1188 Twenty eight 45 rpm singles including
George Harrison "My Sweet Lord" UK
pressing, Mary Hopkin "Knock, Knock Whose
there", The Beatles "And I Love Her" UK
pressing plus many more related titles,
appears to be mostly UK and US pressings
1189 Two vintage Beatles LPs including "Meet The
Beatles" ( on Capitol orange label) and "The
Beatles Second Album ( on Capitol Rainbow
label)
1190 Eight Beatles LPs including "Meet the
Beatles" "Abbey Road", "Beatles VI" all
Canadian plus other Canadian pressings
1191 Five vintage Beatles LPs including early 70's
sealed "Beatlemania" ( Canada), 80's sealed
"Twist and Shout" ( Canada), "Meet the
Beatles" sealed ( US), "Introducing the

Beatles" (on all black VeeJay Records label)
and "Songs and Pictures of the Beatles" ( on
VeeJay Record label)
1192 Eight Beatles LPs including “The Beatles
Second Album" ( Capitol label), " Abbey
Road" (US), "Hear The Beatles Tell All" (
factory sealed VeeJay Records), "Meet the
Beatles" ( US green Capitol thin white line
label), "Introducing the Beatles ( VeeJay
Records) a reissue of the "White Album" etc.
1193 Five limited edition and factory sealed live
Beatles LPs including "Australian Tour 1964",
"Paris France 1965", "Philidelphia 1964" etc.
from London Calling- original Radio
broadcast, each with colour insert and
pressed on 180g coloured vinyl, all
numbered out of 1000
1194 Three different versions of the Beatles "The
Decca Tapes" on LP, including 2016 picture
disc and 2017 both manufactured in Europe
by Vinylology version, and a European made
2013 copy that includes CD made by Doxy
1195 Eight Beatles LPs including "Sgt. Peppers"
remastered, a vintage "White Album",
factory sealed "The Second Album" (US
pressing), "Something New" (Canada),
factory sealed 1995 edition of "Help",
"Rubber Soul (US) etc.
1196 Thirteen Beatles LPs including limited edition
red vinyl factory sealed "Greatest Hits 62-65"
( manufactured in the Czech Republic and
labelled "Not for Sale in the US), "The
Beatles" ("marked Very Rare Radio
Recording" one sided LP made in the EU),
"Live in Melbourne" ( EU pressing), " Live at
Budokan" ( EU pressing and marked "Not
Exportable to the US"), factory sealed "The
Historic First Live Recordings" ( made in
Canada by Pickwick PTP-2098), purple vinyl
copy of "Beatles in Tokyo and Melbourne"
etc.
1197 Eight Beatles LPs including factory sealed
"Things We Said Today" (US pressing),
factory sealed "West Coast Invasion" and
"Not a Second Time (both made in the US by
Cicadelic Records), "From Britain with Beat" (
US pressing ) etc.

1198 Eight Beatles LPs including "Please, Please
Me" (Canadian pressing), “A Collection of
Beatles Oldies" ( made by EMI Great Britain),
"Magical Mystery Tour" ( UK manufactured
reissue), "Sgt. Peppers" (1984 UK pressing),
"White Album" , "Yellow Submarine ( Apple
label) etc.
1199 Four copies of the Beatles White Album, all
black vinyl including serial numbers:
A0535944, 0824133, 0933878 and A0569436
1200 Five copies of the Beatles White Album, all
black vinyl including serial numbers:
A0308572, 0802809, A1790741, A0347612
and 0897815
1201 Six copies of The Beatles White Album, all
black vinyl and including serial numbers:
0649129, A0544016, 0580080, A1949065,
0533345 and 1094160
1202 Two factory sealed LPs including "National
Lampoon White Album" made in the USA
and "Moonpedro and the Gold Fish- the
Beatles Revisited"
1203 Seven copies of vintage Beatles or related
sheet music including "Give Peace a
Chance", Wing "Mull of Kintyre", Lennon/
Plastic Ono Band “Cold Turkey"
1204 Folio of approximately three Paul McCartney
sheet musics
1205 Two folios containing approximately forty
two McCartney and Lennon sheet music
1206 Three folios of sheet music including twelve
George Harrison, fourteen Ringo Starr and
an assorted folio including Mary Hopkins,
Bad Finger etc.
1207 Selection of John Lennon merchandise
including three books, five piece CD/ Book
Anthology and tin cased coffee cup
1208 Selection of John Lennon and Yoko Ono
merchandise including a factory sealed reissue two LP clear vinyl set "Imagine",
factory sealed Blu Ray and CD set " Imagine"
1209 Selection of Beatles merchandise including
Lennon and McCartney books and a Lennon
CD set and coffee cup

1210 Selection of Beatles collectible merchandise
including five piece Keepsake ornament
figurine, Christmas Beatles people Flexy disc
set, note cards, John Lennon disc set, Yellow
Submarine ornament etc.
1211 Selection of Beatles mostly Yellow
Submarine collectibles including card game,
72 piece chromium card set, die cast Hot
Wheel Deco delivery van, die cast Corgi
submarine, books, figures etc.
1212 Selection of Beatles themed Christmas tree
ornaments plus a factory sealed "10 Green
Apples" CD and t-shirt etc.
1213 Factory sealed Paul Mc Cartney/Wings
"Wings Over America" deluxe edition
containing disc, DVD, book etc.
1214 Selection of Beatles collectible merchandise
including Cirque du Soleil plastic cups, drum
motif lunch box, two RGS train cars etc.
1215 Selection of Beatles collectible merchandise
including Trivial Pursuit - The Beatles
Collectors Edition, The Beatles Box factory
sealed four book set, t-shirts etc.
1216 Selection of Beatles collectibles including
Trivial Pursuit- The Beatles Collectors
Edition, two drum motif copies of The
Beatles by Ruchus Books, t-shirt etc.
1217 Six collectible Beatles Franklin Mint figures
under glass domes including “Help" and
"Yellow Submarine" , "St. Peppers" etc.
1218 Selection of Beatles collectible merchandise
including "Yellow Submarine" puzzle, Hornby
die cast "Magical Mystery Tour" bus, three
coffee cups and a lighter
1219 Selection of Beatles collectibles including
Readers, two boxed Boys from LiverpoolCrochet your favourite band kit, Lonely
Hearts Club alarm clock etc.
1220 Selection of collectible merchandise
including Beatles postcards, an unusual
shaped pictorial 45 rpm copy of "Spies Like
Us" and "My Carnival", three ring binder
with Classic Toys collector and trading cards
etc.
1221 Selection of Beatles collectible merchandise
including two lunch boxes, two 300 piece

puzzles, four piece pint glasses and a coffee
cup
1222 Large selection of vintage 45 rpm singles
including The Silver Beatles ( Paul
McCartney, John Lennon, George Harrison
and Pete Best) labelled "Free, For
Promotional Purposes Only" by Back Stage
Record 1982, Julian Lennon, Bad Finger, Billy
Preston, Peter and Gordon, John and Yoko,
Mary Hopkins etc. UK, USA and Canadian
pressings, 27 records in total
1223 Large selection of vintage 45 rpm singles
including Wings, Julian Lennon, Bad Finger,
The Everly Brothers, including Canada, U.S
and German pressings, 27 records in total
1224 Large selection of vintage 45 rpm singles
including Gerry and the Pacemakers, Paul
McCartney & Wings, Bad Finger, Musketeer
Gripweed & The 3rd Troup labelled "For
Indoor Cinema Playing Only", Peter Sellers
"A Hard Days Night" Julian Lennon, Billy
Preston, The Beatles, Larry Finnegan,
pressing include Canada, Germany, UK and
US, 28 records in total
1225 Large selection of vintage 45 rpm singles
including Beatles, Bad Finger, Billy Preston,
Mary Hopkins, Julian Lennon, John and Yoko,
Phil Spector, George Harrison, various
pressing including US, Canada, Japan and UK
and at least one Not for Sale promotional
pieces, 28 records in total
1226 Selection of vintage 45 rpm singles including
Beatles, Mary Hopkins, Peter and Gordon,
Paul McCartney and Wings, John Lennon etc.
including U.S, UK and Canadian pressings, 29
records in total
1227 Selection of vintage 45 rpm singles including
Bad Finger, Elton John, Paul and Linda
McCartney, Beatles etc. various
manufacturers including US pressings, 27
records in total
1228 Selection of Apple 45 rpm records circa
1970's various artists including James Taylor,
Hot Chocolate, Mary Hopkins, Bad Finger,
Chris Hodge, Elephant's Memory, Billy
Preston etc. manufactured in various
countries, 27 records in total

1229 Sixteen Beatles themed wall calendars,
assorted years
1230 Seventeen Beatles themed wall calendars,
assorted years
1231 Sixteen Beatles themed wall calendars,
assorted years
1232 Eighteen Beatles themed wall calendars,
assorted years
1233 Five George Harrison LPs including "All
Things Must Pass" ( 3 pc. set with poster
Canadian pressing), "Living in a Material
World" ( manufactured in Holland),
"Wonderwall" ( Apple label), " Electric
Sound" ( Apple label) , "Concert for
Bangladesh" plus "National Lampoons Radio
Dinner"
1234 Nine Ringo Starr LPs including
"Rotogravurea", " Blast from your Past (
Canadian pressing) factory sealed "Good
Night Vienna" ( EMI USA), factory sealed
"Stop and Smell the Roses" ( USA),
"Beaucoups of Blues" ( UK pressing) etc.
1235 Eight John Lennon LPs including "Double
Fantasy" ( Canadian), factory sealed album
"John Lennon" ( USA), "Rock 'n' Roll" (
Canadian), "Shaved Fish" ( Canadian),
"Imagine" (Capitol EMI pressing) etc.
1236 Selection of Paul McCartney LPs including
"Ram" (Canadian), factory sealed "New-Paul
McCartney" ( EU, Concord pressing), factory
sealed "Pure McCartney" 4 LP and booklet
set ( made in Germany) and factory sealed
"Paul McCartney Archive Collection" (3 disc
set from Capitol)
1237 Five "Traveling Wilburys" LPs including
factory sealed 3 LP box set ( USA), a 10"
single "Handle with Care" (Ganga
Distributors), 12 " single "Wilbury Twist" (
Ganga Distributors), factory sealed
"Traveling Wilburys"etc.
1238 Selection of LPs including Beatles and
Beatles related including "Monty Python
Parody- The Ruddles", "We are Only in it for
the Money", factory sealed Frank Zappa
mono copy, "Fun Fukamachi Sgt. Peppers
Lonely Hearts Club Band" (Japanese

pressing), "Please, Please Me" ( UK)
"Collection of Beatles Oldies" ( British
pressing), "Sgt. Peppers" with laminated
sleeve (US pressing) , picture disc copy of
Monty Pythons "The Life of Brian" and an
empty White Album cover etc.
1239 New in package "The Beatles Rock Band" for
X-box 360
1240 Selection of Beatles books including “Last
Icons of Rock", "The Beatles in Comics" etc.
Ten books in total, five hardcover, five soft
cover
1241 Seven Beatles coffee cups and a four piece
pint glass set, all factory packaged
1242 Seven Beatles coffee cups and a four piece
pint glass set, all factory packages
1243 Large selection of Beatles related magazines
and catalogues including fifteen copies of
Record Collector Magazine 1979-1983, a
selection of original and re-issued programs,
merchandise catalogues etc.
1244 Approximately sixty two copies Beatlology
magazine from 1998-2008
1245 Selection of Beatles collectibles including a
binder of Wings Fan Club books and
miscellaneous Wings ephemera, small photo
album with small selection of music cards
and a black photo album with seven
miscellaneous contribution including 45
covers, Christmas floppy 45 rpm record with
cover etc.
1246 Fourteen Beatles themed children's books
including "John Lennon Imagine", "Fab Four
Friends", " The Beatles Yellow Submarine"
etc.
1247 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
including "Then There Was Music", "The
Illustrated Paul McCartney" etc., five hard
cover books plus a Artefact III Beatles
Rarities CD set 1969-1994
1248 John Lennon hardcover book and a sealed
CD and book package titled "Lennon"
1249 Twenty Beatles 45 rpms including "I'll Cry
Instead" (USA pressing) "I Feel Fine",
"Nobody's Child" including many
International pressings

1250 Twenty Beatles 45 rpms "She Loves You",
"Can't Buy Me Love", " All My Loving" etc.
Including domestic and international
pressings
1251 Twenty Beatles 45 rpms "Get Back", " Ballad
of John and Yoko" , "Let it Be" etc. Including
domestic and international pressings
1252 Twenty Beatles 45 rpms "We Can Work it
Out", “Penny Lane", "Yellow Submarine" etc.
domestic and international pressings
1253 Twenty one Beatles 45 rpms "Yesterday",
"All You Need is Love", "Eight Days a Week"
etc. domestic and international pressings
1254 Eight Ringo Starr LPs including " Bad Boy"
promo LP with timing stripe, factory sealed
"What's my Name", factory sealed "2012",
factory sealed "Give more Love" etc.
1255 Six Paul McCartney records including factory
sealed double album set, "Press to Play" (
made in India), "No more Lonely Nights" (
extended play single made in the UK), "Tug
of War", "Take it Away" single, "The Family
Way Soundtrack" ( made in Canada)
1256 Eight John Lennon LPs including factory
sealed "Rock 'n' Roll" (Great Britain), factory
sealed "Walls and Bridges" (USA), factory
sealed "Mind Games" (USA), factory sealed
"Double Fantasy" etc.
1257 Five George Harrison LPs including
"Somewhere in England" (Canadian
pressing), factory sealed "Cloud Nine"
(Columbia House USA), "Gone to Lunch"
(Ganga Distributors), factory sealed "Dark
Horse" with rare title sticker (USA) plus a
Paul McCartney album etc.
1258 Six Paul McCartney or John Lennon LPs
including a McCartney single "Press" in fold
out round cover (UK), Lennon and Yoko "Two
Virgins" on multi coloured vinyl, Lennon and
Yoko picture disc "Milk and Honey",
McCartney picture disc "No More Lonely
Nights" and "Dance Tonight" and McCartney
"Red Rose Speedway" labelled by consignor
as original 1973 pressing
1259 LP copy of Paul and Linda McCartney's
"Ram" manufactured by Apple Records New

York, signed by Paul McCartney with COA
and hologram seal issued by Premiere
Authentication Services, serial no. 00078-027
1260 Framed copy of "More of the Monkees" with
hand signed ink signatures and COA issued
from Iconz Memorabilia
1261 Four framed pictures, each depicting a
different Beatle
1262 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
ephemera including empty album covers,
magazines, posters etc. plus a Traveling
Willburys' CD single and selection of
miniature apothecary bottles with Beatles
imagery
1263 Universal Tribute folio containing six sheets
of John Lennon stamps
1264 Three framed Beatles collectibles including
two black and white prints and a printed
fabric possibly iron on jacket patch 14" X 12"
1265 Two vintage record store promo displays
including “The Beatles Reel Music" and "Paul
McCartney Tug of War" plus a January 1965
copy of Record Mirror publication featuring
Ringo Starr on the cover
1266 Hardcover copy of “The Beatles' Story on
Capitol Records * Part One"
1267 Hardcover copy of "The Beatles' Story on
Capitol Records * Part Two
1268 Three John Lennon collectible books
including hardcover "John Lennon Song",
"Imagine John Yoko" and factory sealed copy
of "John Lennon- The Collected Artwork"
1269 Beatles collectible soft cover book "The
Unreleased Beatles- Music and Film"
1270 Two Beatles collectible books including "A
Hard Days Write" etc.
1271 Three early copies of Rolling Stone Magazine
featuring two with the Beatles and one
George Harrison cover dated 1968-1970
1272 Four early copies of Rolling Stone magazine
each with John Lennon or John and Yoko on
the cover all from 1968-1971
1273 Two hardcover Beatles collectible books
including "The Beatles Anthology by the
Beatles" etc.

1274 Three Beatles collectible books including
three hardcover "Days In the Life- The Lost
Beatles Archives"
1275 Five Beatles collectible books including four
hardcover and soft cover "Imagine ThisGrowing up with my brother John Lennon"
1276 Five Beatles collectible books including four
soft cover and a hardcover pictorial book
"Looking Through You"
1277 Three Beatles collectible books including one
soft cover and hardcover "The Lost Beatles
Interviews" etc.
1278 Three Beatles collectible books including two
soft covers and a hardcover "The Beatles; 10
years that shook the world"
1279 Four Beatles reference books including three
soft cover and hardcover “The Beatles
Illustrated Lyrics"
1280 Soft cover copy of "The White Book" by Ken
Mansfield and a factory sealed “The Beatles
Anniversary Edition" 6 CD: Blue Ray multi
media book collection
1281 Selection of Beatles themed first day covers
twenty three in total including gold stamp
“Yellow Submarine"
1282 Three Beatles collectible books including two
copies of “Here Come the Beatles- Stories of
a Generation" ( one still factory sealed in
English) and a French version with poster
plus factory sealed four volume set "Solo" by
Snow
1283 Eleven Beatles related comic books including
five Rock n' Roll Comics- The Beatles
Experience etc.
1284 Twelve McCartney or related LPs including
"Non Makkapthn" (Russian Import), "The
McCartney Interview", factory sealed "Ram",
factory sealed "Concerts for the People of
Kampuchea", "Wings at the Speed of
Sound", McCartney and Jackson single "Say,
Say, Say"( Canada), McCartney and Wonder
"Ebony and Ivory" ( UK) etc.
1285 Fifteen McCartney records including factory
sealed "McCartney II", factory sealed
"London Town" ( US pressing), factory sealed
"Wings Over America" (US), picture disc

single "Dance Tonight", factory sealed "The
Fireman" plus several others, mostly sealed
and mostly American pressings
1286 Thirteen Paul McCartney recordings
including factory sealed "Flowers in the Dirt"
( appears to be US pressing), factory sealed
"Maybe I'm Amazed" single, "Good Night
Tonight" (Columbia Canada), "The Lost
McCartney Album" etc.
1287 Five Paul McCartney records including
factory sealed "Wingspan-Hits and History",
factory sealed "Live and Let Die" soundtrack,
factory sealed "Back to the Egg", factory
sealed "Tripping the Live Fantastic" etc.
1288 Four LPs including "Bad Finger At the Beeb" (
Rotten Apple Records), Bad Finger
"Cleveland '74" (Instant Analysis Records),
McGough & McGear (UK pressing) and
Michael McGear "Woman" (UK Import)
1289 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "Ringo Starr- Postcards from
the Boys", "George Harrison-Be There Now",
"The Last Days of John Lennon" by James
Patterson etc. Eleven books in total, nine
hardcover and two soft cover
1290 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including “The Beatles Unseen" by
Mark Hayward", "Abbey Road" etc. Ten
books in total, two hardcover and eight soft
cover
1291 Selection of books including six hardcover
and four soft cover, ten books in total.
"Photos That Changed Canada", "Avedon
The Sixties", " Tragedies and Mysteries of
Rock 'N" Roll" etc.
1292 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including " The Longest Cocktail
Party", "Goldmine Record Album Price
Guide" etc. Ten books in total, seven soft
covers and three hardcovers
1293 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "Each One Believing: Paul
McCartney-On Stage, Off Stage and Back
Stage" , "In The End: The Last Days of the
Beatles" by Ken McNab etc. Ten books in
total, five hardcover and five soft cover

1294 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Beatles Revealed" by
Hugh Felder, "The Beatles After The Break
Up 1970-2000” Ten books in total, six
hardcovers and four soft covers

1303 Large selection of Beatles or Beatles related
calendars in assorted styles and years plus a
note book etc.

1295 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Beatles" by Bob Spitz,
"The Beatles Lyrics" by Hunter Davies etc.
Ten books in total, five hardcover, five soft
cover

1305 Seven Beatles or Beatles related posters

1296 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including Avon Books "The Long and
Winding Road: The History of the Beatles",
"The Beatles Beatlemania: The History of the
Beatles on Film", "The Beatles Paperback
Writer: The History of the Beatles in Print"
etc. Ten soft cover volumes
1297 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "Eight Days a Week-Inside
the Beatles:Final World Tour" "Love Me Do:
Fifty Great Beatles Moments" etc. Ten books
in total, eight hardcover and two soft cover
1298 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Complete Beatles
Recording Sessions", "The Beatles: All These
Years TUNE IN" by Mark Lewisohn. Ten
books in total, eight hardcover and two soft
cover
1299 Hardcover copy of "You Can't Do That!"
"Beatles Bootlegs & Novelty Record, 196380" by Charles Reinhart
1300 Beatles Yesterday and Act Naturally 45 rpm
single with outer sleeves marked Capitol
Records marked 5498 and matching record
label marked Capitol Records USA 5498.
Outer sleeve is signed with all four band
members names and Glen Gray ( 60's era
saxophonist) note signatures not
authenticated by auction house
1301 Three pieces of Beatles wall art including
vintage framed George Harrison poster plus
two modern pieces
1302 Two folios containing approximately fifty
eight Beatles theme album covers, promo
photos etc, printed on silky nylon type fabric

1304 Selection of Lennon and related wall
calendars, mostly from the 2000s
1306 Nine Paul McCartney and related concert
programs etc.
1307 Large selection of collectible magazines, all
are either Beatles covers or have Beatles
related articles or references- LOCAL PICK UP
ONLY, NO SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR THIS
LOT
1308 Large selection of collectible magazines, all
are either Beatles covers or have Beatles
related articles or references- LOCAL PICK UP
ONLY, NO SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR THIS
LOT
1309 Four copies of the Beatles "White Album" all
on black vinyl and all Japanese pressings
1310 Four copies of the Beatles "White Album" all
on black vinyl and all Japanese pressings
1311 Selection of Lennon recordings including
factory sealed LP on Zapple Records, "Gain
2", "Imagine" ( Apple label with poster), and
"Imagine 40th Anniversary Special Edition"
1312 Selection of Beatles, Ringo and Lennon LPs
including "White Album" serial no. 122361
with gold Deutscher Schall Paltten Preis
sticker, Lennon "Rock 'n' Roll", "Shaved Fish"
etc. Ringo Starrs "Beaucoup of Blues" etc.
1313 Eight Ringo Starr LPs including factory sealed
"Blast from Your Past" ( US Capitol pressing),
factory sealed "Rotogravure" (UK), "Stop and
Smell the Roses" with (Loaned for promotion
only, stamped on back cover), factory sealed
"Sentimental Journey" etc.
1314 Fourteen John Lennon albums including
"Jealous Guy" (UK pressing), "One and One
and One is Three" on dark blue vinyl ( made
in Denmark), factory sealed "I'm Stepping
Out" single, factory sealed "Men Love Ave" (
EMI Capitol), factory sealed "Live in New
York City" (RCA), Elton John Band Featuring
John Lennon and the Mussel Shoals Horns
"Lucy In the Sky with Diamonds" and " I Saw

Her Standing There" single ( Made in
Germany), "Borrowed Time" with free poster
etc. plus Beatles "White Album"
1315 Four Beatles or Beatles related picture discs
including "Beatle Crazy" (Bear Family
Records) George Harrison "Got you on my
Mind", "Abbey Road" ( German pressing)
and "The Beatles Yesterday and Today" plus
a Beatles" White Album" on black vinyl (
made in EEC)
1316 Six copies of the Beatles "White Album" all
on black vinyl, five copies of which are
Japanese made
1317 Eight Beatles or McCartney recordings
including "Something New" ( Apple label),
"McCartney II" ( Canada), Wings "London
Town" ( Canada), factory sealed Linda
McCartney single "Seaside Woman", factory
sealed "Back to the Egg" (CVS Columbia) , "A
Collection of Beatles Oldies" (UK pressing),
Beatles "White Album" etc.
1318 Selection of Beatles, McCartney or Ringo
Starr records including factory sealed "Twin
Freaks", factory sealed "Ram", factory sealed
"Red Rose Speedway", "Back to the Egg" etc.
1319 Twelve Paul McCartney records including
factory sealed "Memory Almost Full", factory
sealed "Flowers in the Dirt" (USA pressing),
"Press to Play" (Canada), "No More Lonely
Nights" picture disc single, "Venus and Mars"
with posters and stickers etc. plus Beatles
"White Album"
1320 Fourteen Paul McCartney albums including
factory sealed "Take it Away" ( Columbia),
"Back to the Egg" ( Canada), "Red Rose
Speedway" (Canada), "Ram" (US pressing),
"The Family Way Soundtrack" ( made in
Australia) "Live and Let Die", Steven Martin
"Rare Bird Alert" etc. plus a "Beatles White
Album"
1321 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
including "The Beatles Biography" by Bob
Spitz audio book, "John" by Cynthia Lennon.
Ten books in total, six hardcover, three soft
cover and one audio book

1322 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "John Lennon- The Life" by
Philip Norman, "George Harrison-Interviews
and Encounters" by Kahn. Ten books in total,
six hardcover and four soft covers
1323 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "Magical Mystery Tour-Life
of the Beatles", "Ticket to Ride" by Kane etc.
Nine books in total, five hardcovers and four
soft covers
1324 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Man Who Framed the
Beatles", "The Beatles, Football and Men" by
Hunter Davies etc. Eleven books in total,
nine hard covers and two soft covers
1325 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Beatles and Fashion;
Fab Gear" and "John Lennon; Life is What
Happens" etc. Ten books in total, 6
hardcovers and four soft covers
1326 Large selection of collectible magazines, all
are either Beatles covers or have Beatles
related articles or references- LOCAL PICK UP
ONLY, NO SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR THIS
LOT
1327 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related all
are either Beatles covers or have Beatles
related articles or references- LOCAL PICK UP
ONLY, NO SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR THIS
LOT
1328 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related all
are either Beatles covers or have Beatles
related articles or references- LOCAL PICK UP
ONLY, NO SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR THIS
LOT
1329 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related all
are either Beatles covers or have Beatles
related articles or references- LOCAL PICK UP
ONLY, NO SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR THIS
LOT
1330 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related all
are either Beatles covers or have Beatles
related articles or references- LOCAL PICK UP
ONLY, NO SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR THIS
LOT

1331 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related all
are either Beatles covers or have Beatles
related articles or references- LOCAL PICK UP
ONLY, NO SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR THIS
LOT
1332 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related all
are either Beatles covers or have Beatles
related articles or references- LOCAL PICK UP
ONLY, NO SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR THIS
LOT
1333 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related all
are either Beatles covers or have Beatles
related articles or references- LOCAL PICK UP
ONLY, NO SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR THIS
LOT
1334 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related all
are either Beatles covers or have Beatles
related articles or references- LOCAL PICK UP
ONLY, NO SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR THIS
LOT
1335 Box of auction catalogues and related with
Beatles references. LOCAL PICK UP ONLY, NO
SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR THIS LOT
1336 Box of auction catalogues and related with
Beatles references. LOCAL PICK UP ONLY, NO
SHIPPING AVAILABLE FOR THIS LOT
1337 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "High in the Clouds", "We're
Going to See the Beatles" etc. Thirteen
books in total, four hardcover and nine soft
cover
1338 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "Octopus's Garden" and
"Touch the Earth". Twelve books in total,
eleven are hardcovers and one soft cover
1339 Seven Beatles related soft cover pocket
books "Help" and "Yellow Submarine" etc.
1340 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
pocket books including "Who killed John
Lennon", " Do You Want to Know a Secret"
etc. Thirteen soft cover books in total
1341 Nine Beatles or Beatles related LPs including
"Rotogravure", "Ringo the Fourth", "Old
Wave", "Ram", "Abbey Road", "White
Album" plus David Hentschel "Startling

Music" (US pressing) etc. plus a selection of
45 rpms
1342 Five copies of the Beatles "White Album" all
on black vinyl, three of which are Japanese
made
1343 Five copies of the Beatles "White Album" all
on black vinyl including three Japanese
pressings
1344 Five copies of the Beatles "White Album" all
on black vinyl including one Japanese
pressings
1345 Five copies of the Beatles "White Album" all
on black vinyl, one made in Holland and four
are Japanese made
1346 Six copies of the Beatles "White Album" all
on black vinyl including three of which are
Japanese pressings
1347 Six copies of The Beatles "White Album" all
on black vinyl including four Japanese
pressings
1348 Eleven George Harrison LPs including "Cloud
Nine", "Early Takes Vol. I", "Brainwashed",
"Somewhere in England" etc.
1349 Six Beatles albums including "The Beatles
Beat" ( made in Germany) "The White
Album", "Meet the Beatles" etc.
1350 Seven assorted LPs including "The American
Tour with Ed Rudy", " The Essential Beatles" (
made in Australia), "Sensation: The Beatles
and the Rolling Stones Live" ( made in Italy),
"Off the Beatle Track" etc.
1351 Four LPs all version of Paul McCartney and
Wings "Band On the Run" including black
vinyl made by MPL Communications, factory
sealed picture disc from EMI Records, "25th
Anniversary" remastered two disc copy set
made in EU by Parlophone and a factory
sealed two disc copy plus a soft cover book
"Wingspan"
1352 Three LPs, all versions of Paul McCartney
and Wings "Band on the Run" including
remastered Capitol Records, a limited
edition "From the Capitol Vaults" and "Half
Speed Mastered Extended Range Recording"
audiofile pressing, all factory sealed plus
hardcover book "Paul McCartney and Wings"

1353 Two album copies of Paul McCartney's "Band
on the Run" including 25th anniversary
reissue with previously unreleased material
and a Canadian Capitol pressing plus a
hardcover factory sealed book with Dvd and
photographs from the Paul McCartney
archive collection and a soft cover book
"Wings Complete, Songs of McCartney and
Wings" sheet music book
1354 Four different versions of Paul McCartney's
"Band on the Run" including black label
marked EMI Records with poster, a factory
sealed copy appears to be US, plus another
copy labelled EMI Records with poster and a
black Canadian Capitol Record with poster
plus two Wings books, one hardcover, one
soft cover
1355 A copy of 100% Unofficial "The White Album
50th Anniversary" plus three copies of The
100% Unofficial "The White AlbumCelebrating one of the greatest albums
ever", one of which has a posted note
marked it as a F**K edition ( the meaning of
which we do not know)
1356 Album with assorted Beatles themed
collector cards including Yellow Submarine,
"The Beatles" from Sports Time, appears to
be newer issues
1357 Eight assorted LPs including Frank Zappa
"200 Motels", "Wings over America", "The
Pope Smokes Dope" etc.
1358 Eleven Lennon or Yoko albums including
"Live Peace in Toronto" (UK Import) "One
and One and One is Three", factory sealed
white vinyl "Fly" Yoko Ono, "Season of Glass"
( Canadian pressing) etc.
1359 Eleven Lennon or Yoko LPs including "Two
Virgins" ( US pressing), "Teddy Boy", "Live in
New York City" ( with promotional use only
stamp), "John Lennon Telecasts" etc.
1360 Eleven George Harrison or Ringo Starr LPs
including "Extra Texture" ( appears to be US
pressing), "Dark Horse", I Don't Want to Do
It" ( marked demonstration, not for sale). "
Beaucoup Of Blues" etc.

1361 Eleven Beatles on related LPs including
"Kisses on the Bottom", "Red Rose
Speedway", George Martin and his Orchestra
"Help", "Paul is Live" etc.
1362 Nineteen LPs, mostly Paul McCartney
including "Eggs Up", "Tug of War", "Pipes of
Peace" etc.
1363 Twenty one assorted LPs including Beatles,
George Harrison , "Meet the Raisins",
Splinter, John Lennon, Mortimer, Julian
Lennon etc.
1364 Twenty two assorted LPs including George
Harrison, "Nilsson Schmilsson", Keith Moon,
James Taylor, Beatles, Billy Preston, Ringo
Starr etc.
1365 Twenty one assorted LPs including "The
Everly Bros." ,"The Best of Peter and
Gordon", "The Beatle Beat", "Beatles Hits in
the Glen Miller Sound", "The Chipmunks Sing
the Beatles" etc.
1366 Twenty one assorted LPs including "Candy
Soundtrack" (US pressing) "Mary Hopkin" (
Apple label), Bad Finger "Bad Finger"
(Canada), "John Lennon for President" (USA),
Mary Hopkin "Earth Song" (UK), factory
sealed Professor Longhair "Live on the
Queen Mary" (USA) etc.
1367 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Beatles, the Days of
their Lives", "The Beatles -365 Days" etc. Ten
books, six hardcover, four soft cover
1368 Selection of Beatles and Beatle related books
including "A Day in the Life-The Beatles Day
by Day 1960-1970", "All You Need is Ears"
etc. Five books, two hardcover, three soft
cover
1369 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Beatles- on the Road
1964-1966", "The Treasures of the Beatles"
etc. Six books, five hardcovers and one soft
cover
1370 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including “The Beatles Phenomenon",
"Dreaming The Beatles" etc. Five books, four
hardcover and one soft cover

1371 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "Beatleology" , "The Best of
the Beatles Book" etc. Ten books, three
hardcover and seven soft cover
1372 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "Fab Gear", "Beatles
Memorabila- The Julian Lennon Collection".
Four books, three hardcovers
1373 Selection of John Lennon and related books
including "John Lennon Unseen Archives",
"John Winston Lennon Volume I 1940-1966"
etc. Ten books, nine hardcover, one soft
cover
1374 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Beatles-Life with the
Band", "The Beatles Literary Anthology" etc.
Ten books, seven hardcover, three soft cover
1375 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Complete Beatles
Chronicle", "150 Glimpses of the Beatles etc.
Ten books, six hardcover and four soft cover
1376 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "Long and Winding Road",
Up Periscope Yellow" etc. Ten books, seven
hardcover, three soft cover
1377 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including sealed copy of "The Beatles
the Archives 1962-1970- The British
Broadcasting Corporation",” The Beatles on
Television etc. Ten books, nine hardcovers
and one soft cover

Beatles" by Hal Leonard, "The Beatles Lyrics"
etc. Five books, three hardcover and two
soft cover
1382 Selection of John Lennon and related books
including "John Lennon- The New York
Years", " See, Hear, Yoko" etc. Ten books,
Nine hardcover, one soft cover
1383 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Beatles" by Time books
with Andy Warhol artwork cover, " The
Beatles Solo On Apple Records" etc. Ten
books, seven hardcover and three soft cover
1384 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
including sealed "The Beatles It Was 50 Years
Ago" , "The Ultimate Beatles Encyclopedia"
etc. Ten books, all hardcovers
1385 Selection of John Lennon and related books
including “The Lives of John Lennon",
"Starting Over- The Making of John Lennon
and Yoko Ono's Double Fantasy" etc. Nine
books in total, six hardcover and three soft
covers
1386 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Beatles, Capitol Albums
Vol. 2", "George Harrison- All Things Must
Pass", Ten soft cover books
1387 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including “Photograph" by Ringo Starr,
"Being John Lennon" by Ray Connolly etc.
Nine books, eight hardcovers and one soft
cover

1378 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Beatles Across the
Universe", " How the Beatles Changed the
World" etc. Ten books in total, five
hardcover and five soft cover

1388 Selection of Paul McCartney and related
books including "Paul McCartney The Life"
by Philip Norman, "The Walrus was Paul"
etc. Six books, four hardcover and two soft
cover

1379 Selection of John Lennon and related books
including "Imagine- John Lennon", "Dakota
Days" etc. Ten books, six hardcover, four soft
cover

1389 Selection of Paul McCartney and related
books including "Paul McCartney Behind the
Myth", "Life From Within" Linda McCartney.
Ten books, seven hardcovers, three soft
covers

1380 Selection of John Lennon and related books
including "Lennon-The Man, The Myth, The
Music", "Cornflakes with John Lennon etc.
Ten books, four hardcover and six soft cover
1381 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Complete Scores-

1390 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Beatles Album", The
Beatles on Camera, off Guard" by Mark
Hayward. Four hardcover books

1391 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "Elvis Meets the Beatles",
"The Beatles vs The Rolling Stones" etc. Ten
books, three hardcover and ten soft cover
1392 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including “The Beatles on Apple
Records" , "A Day in the Life of the Beatles"
etc. Ten books, seven hardcovers and three
soft covers
1393 Selection of Paul McCartney related books
including "Paul McCartney Paintings", "Linda
McCartney; Life in Photographs" etc. Ten
books, five hardcover, five soft cover
1394 Selection of Paul McCartney and related
books including “Paul McCartney; A Life" by
Peter Amos Carlin, " I Saw Him Standing
There" by Billboard Books etc. Eight books,
three hardcover, five soft cover
1395 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Beatles In Scotland", "
The Beatles; A One -Night Stand'. Eleven
books total, six hardcover and five soft cover
1396 Selection of Beatles and Beatles related
books including "The Beatles Album" by Julia
Delano, "One Hundred Things Beatles Fans
Should Know" etc. Twelve books, six
hardcover and six soft cover
1397 Players Mild Navy Cut illuminated store
display not working at time of cataloguing,
bulb appears burnt out
1398 Smith Corona portable typewriter with
storage/ carry case
1399 Vintage no. 27 Toronto Maple Leafs jersey
1400 Size 48 Toronto maple leafs bomber type
jacket made by Doug Laurie Sporting Goods
1401 Two Saskatchewan Roughriders jackets
including size XL rain jacket and a size XL
collared jacket with embroidered patch
1402 Green and white no. 50 jersey type shirt and
paint with green rain suit
1403 Selection of Saskatchewan Roughriders
clothing including shirts, pants and rain
poncho
1404 Binder with approximately thirty five
Saskatchewan Roughrider promo photos, all

hand signed including Tim Roth, Bill
Manchuk, Gorden Stewart etc.
1405 Selection of sports collectible promo photos,
most issued Gulf Oil, all of Saskatchewan
Roughriders, all autographed including Nolan
Bailey, Al Rankin, Ken Firth etc.
approximately thirty four count in total
1406 Forty Beatles, Beatles related and other rock
band posters, some appear to be vintage
includes rack: note print rack which can be
left behind but NO monetary compensation
will be offered

